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IN 1HE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF UTAH 
I\.\ Y TANNER, 
Plaintiff and Appellant, 
-vs.-
UT .. \H POULTRY & FARMERS 
COOPERATIVE, a corporation, 
GEORGE RUDD and CHARLES 
P. RUDD, 
Defendants and Respondents. 
BRIEF OF RE.SPONDE·NTS 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Case No. 
9721 
Generally they .are as stated, except as differences 
are pointed out in the argument. Hewev:er, defeRdaH:t 
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However, since most of the problems raised relate 
to an accounting or as plaintiff claims, the lack of it, let 
defendant point out the various accountings made as 
the turkeys progressed from the plaintiff's ranch, 
through the dressing plant and in some cases, the evis-
cerating plant. 
There were the truckers' receipts ( Tr. 870, L. 9 to 
12, Tr. 872 L. 1 to 4) issued at plaintiff's ranch when 
defendant first took over plaintiff's turkeys. It specified 
the number and sex. Then there were the Loading & PaClk-
ing Manifest (Tr. 337 L. 14 to 24; 870 L. 26 to 29).issued 
to plaintiff, made up at the dressing plant (such .as Exh. 
'" 4P, 37P, and 38P). This accotXting repeated the number 
and sex and gave additional information, namely, the 
grading and the weight and disposition. 
He also received processing invoices, statements for 
the processing and hauling charges (Tr. 1274 L. 4 to 8) 
such as Exhibits SP and 13P, vouched for by plaintiff, 
and 98D, which again showed the grade, sex, number of 
boxes, number of head, net weight and disposition, and 
allowed plaintiff to ascertain he was receiving full credit 
for all turkeys delivered~ 
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Plaintiff', aftPr reversing his earlier testimony (Tr. 
SliS L. 1 !I to ~~), adntittPd he did have the truckers' 
I'Pt'~'ipt~ (Tr. 870 L. 9 to 12) and invoice at the process-
ing plant (Tr. 870 L. 13 to 30). He had those two account-
in~~ and tlw manifest at the time he got his settlement 
~heet ( l~~xh. :\: Tr. 871 L. 20 to 27). 
I I' plaintiff left the turkeys with defendant for mar-
kding-, wlwtlwr marketed as New York dressed or evis-
<>t•ratl'd, he got a Turkey Department Receipt (such as 
J.:xl1. 61) giving the same information with the oppor-
tunity of checking against earlier tallies. When the birds 
Wl'l'l' ~old the Settlement Sheets (Exh. 3, 7, 12, 21, 22, 23, 
~-land 32) were given him, identifying the flock by refer-
f.lnt·l' to the Turkey Department Receipt number and the 
~anw information as to the grade, sex, number, net 
wf.light \nts stated, along with data as to sales price, 
gro~~ receipts and the detail on the deductions. 
countants, or law-
.~~:tr-ae-t,a,y-~_::w..~;g,~~~.Q.I!-~~. With these 
four (truckers' receipts, Loading and Packing Manifests, 
Proet>~~ing Invoices and Turkey Department Receipts) 
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or more records to check each settlement sheet, (Exh. 3, 
7, 12, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 32) plaintiff made no protest 
(T·r. 871 L. 3 to 9, Tr. 872, L. 1 to 12). 
A second observation relates to plaintiff's auditors 
and their work 
Mr. Alan Mann of the finn of Wood, Child, Mann & 
Smith, is a certified public accountant according to the 
firm's letterhead (Exh. 17D). He appeared 'and testified 
( Tr. 1380 and 1384) and verified the matters covered in 
his reports in Exhibits 17D, 28P and 72D (a second copy 
got into the record as 97D). He--noted--{E*h.-72D,--at 
th~_J_op of the first page) that-plaintif-f-h-ad-tu1·n~~ 
recei~ to him which he stated he used a asis for 
his investigation?l'It--d es not a · r whether he refers 
to the truckers' recei . - g1ve the farm pick-up, or 
the Turke partment Receipts, sue Exh. 19P, 
~t-tet-t---11ffteft-1Jft~keys wer~h.e'lJtah 
Jdoultry for m.arkQti~ At the top of page 2 of Exhibit 
72D, he pointed out that Utah Poultry accounted for all 
birds with ten birds over. }A the top of page a he dis-
-e-ass-00-th-e---t-esrut&~"e-f~~Hwesti~~-&-te---the-~n 
local sa-les--a-s--eompared -with-the-New York quoted- price. 
H-e--said--i-f-the-bi-I"ds--weFe---sold-lQcally r- the price . ohtaine.d 
:was the equivalent of other likQ sal9s. Re-state4-th-a-t--.oa 
sale&-i-n----New---¥e-r~~per pf>.nnG-.w-a&-4edYe.ted-ro 
cover freight-an.Heffig. 
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1\ t~r(.\-nt~v-~t~ntiff \Vas quQsti(:>:amg th~ g:r.a~~ 
) tltP D gnulP bird::; and the 4<· for eviscerati , and 
wheth~ t !w n' would be stoC'k issued (he pro 1y meant 
('l'J'til'icatP::; of~terest) for the Y2 ce per pound de-
duetl'd. TIH' auditor indicated (Ex . 2D, page 4, middle) 
that plaintiff wanted'· to-...;: where plaintiff's birds 
ces. H~ reported that the Utah 
t information but 
The plaintiff refused to consent to sales of his 1951 
erop during the Thanksgiving and Christmas marketing 
in 1!);) I. or the less brisk winter and spring market, and 
finally a letter (Exh. 93D) dated May 19, 1952, was sent 
asking him to refinance his loan elsewhere or permit 
Utah Poultry to sell, and added that if this request was 
not complied with,. Utah Poultry would begin selling in 
:'pitP of him, and a trip to Indianola was made by George 
Rudd (Tr 1~()1 L. 4) to get permission to sell. Plaintiff 
tJH'n ~wnt his auditors into Utah Poultry records a sec-
ond time, resulting in the auditor's report (Exh. 17D) 
datl'll .August :21, 1952. Then, subsequent to Utah Poul-
try accounting on the last ( 1951) crop in the Settlement 
~hPt't (Exh. 32P) on September 2, 1952, the plaintiff sent 
hi:' auditor in for a third investigation. 
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.------lW.tYrn-ing to the-aud-i-to-r!-S-repc;n·t,--i.n--the one dated 
"August 21, 1952 ( Exh. 17D) page· one, third paragraph, 
M:. Mann stated that the 1949 crop was sold on a New 
Y or dressed basis. In the fifth paragraph he stated that 
Mr. dd said the plaintiff wanted a settlem nt on a 
New Yo . k dressed basis though part were al 
cer.ated. 
\ 
At the bottom of page 2, he stated t at he examined 
the Utah Poultry sales books, inventor cards and 
\ ' 
". . . asked every kind of ~estion, not one of 
which was evaded." / 
I 
According to the ;eport, wPe the auditor at first 
thought Utah Poultry had ~e a secret profit on the 
1949 purchase (bottom of pale 2, Exh. 17D) his investi-
gation showed the Utah Pa,n'ltry lost money on the 1949 
I \ crop. 
In the last audito s report (Exh. 28P, second para-
graph, page 1) date just one month ~ter the letter of 
September 2, 1952 Exh 65D) tendering\the release and 
check covering th 1951 crop, Mr. Mann reported: 
\ 
\ 
\ 
"U ah Poultry supplied me with all inven-
tory ards and supporting data for th~hree 
yea 1949, 1950 and 1951. When I sa th€ 
a unt of work involved in checking the emtt 
o t I decided to concentrate on 1950 at pres t, 
I-tGlG-¥OU over the phone " ~-
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WPI'P identi('nl other than minor overage or 
tlw middle of page -t, he reported: 
~ 
"lt is my belief 
on your 1950 crop 
Ill' h·~tifiPd in the trial concerning this matter: 
..... I was not aware of anything being withheld 
from me or any other attitude than one of com-
plete c.ooperation. 
''Q. You didn't ask for any papers that were 
not made available to you~ 
"..:\. That's right." (Trans. 1381 L. 21 to 26) 
Another fact "·hic.h should be stated is that the pub-
lieation of the plaintiff's first and sec.ond depositiou is 
found at Transc.ript 5±±. 
ARGUMENT 
The judgment should be sustained as to George Rudd 
and <l:' to Chas. P. Rudd. There is not a scintilla of evi-
dtlnce to sustain an3· judgment against either of them. 
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Before COIJsidering the details of the points rais~ 
the plaintiff under his six numbered points, and 1is 
mo numerous unnumbered ones, it might be w 1 to 
call a ention to the fact that the defendant-respo dent's 
defense of Statute of Limitations and Release are each 
a complet defense to all of the points raised plaintiff, 
excepting o ly IV (that mistake should b considered) 
and VI ( tha plaintiff was prejudiced y loss of the 
original bill-of- le-letter, Exhibit 29P, erifax copy Ex-
hibit 52P). 
Without consider· g the det · s of the various points 
raised by plaintiff, at ntion c n he passed to the de-
fenses of Statute of L,im'tati ns (Brief p. 80) and Re-
lease (Brief 64). Howeve this brief will attempt to 
follow the order establish a the plaintiff in his brief 
and in order to shorte the s e will not discuss the 
defenses of Statute Limitati s, etc., which can be 
raised to each of t e points, but hose principles and 
facts applying to em will he grou ed at the end and 
treated there. 
·y OF PLAINTIFF'S TEST ONY: 
Plai tiff's testimony is always important. Whether 
it is r 1able is another matter. The Court in Fi ing of 
Fact o. 17 ( Tr. 298) found that his testimony "w not 
fr, k but e'lNMive and contradicto-ry," as detailed in .six 
n u m. b e r e d iu th!U :maDy sYh-
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.~lit tg. th~ QQDial that .be reeeived trn0kers' reeeipts 
fur ~\ltnbQr piQtl~ed up from plajntjf£ (enum.eratjng 
t.Re- h~nt4 awl tmBs separately), a step so vital as to the 
nmn~r· and sex for 'Nll.Wh defendant was accountable, 
~~-~~ thQ follo,ving: 
DPnin.l of gdting truckers' receipts (Tr. 430, L. 4 to 
7: Tr. Sill, L. 6 to 868, L. 26); acknowledgement that he 
got the tnwkPr~· receipt (Tr. 868, L. 27 to 870 L. 17.) 
.\s to whether he ever sold turkeys to the defendant 
(a~ di~tinp;uishPd from marketing through defendant) he 
deni~,d ever selling to defendant the turkeys covered' by 
the ~[arch ~0, 1951 settlement sheet (Exh. 24P) wherein 
dPfendant claimed it purchased 183, 725 pounds of evis-
t't'rated turkeys. He denied signing Exhibit 52P, the veri-
fax photo of the bill-of-sale-letter of March 20, 1951 
(Tr. -+01. L. 10 to 17). He testified the letter had been 
ehanged over the copy presented (Tr. 842, L. 12 to 18); 
ehang-Pd, so the turkeys were to be marke,ted by defend-
ant and not purchased by the latter (Tr. 851, L. 22 to 30). 
He finally ad1nitted signing it. (Tr. 1369, L. 2, 3.) 
PL.:\IXTIFF'S POIXT I (a) That evideHee does Hot 
support Finding X o. '), which was that defeDdant did 
"ft6t market plaintiff's turkeys in 1917 a.Bd 1918. 
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DEFENSES: 
~oeessing iS--nQ ~vidence of marketing . 
.e. IR 19e9, elaim w~as ha~a~Q. Qll VQlJ,Qh~rs, sinQe 
aeB:Bdo:aed. 
DEFENS.E 1: EVIDE-NCE DOES SUPPORT FIND-
ING THAT PLAINTIFF DID NOT MARKE'T 
1947-1948 TURKEY CROPS THROUGH DE-
FENDANT. 
The evidence in favor of a finding that defendant 
did market plaintiff's 1947 and 1948 crops was the plain-
tiff's testimony and the exhibits bearing date of 1948, 
namely: Exhibit 37P, being seven (7) Loading & Pa,c,king 
manifests from American Fork, and Exhibit 38P, being 
two similar manifests issued by the Salt Lake Eviscer-
ating plant, and Exhibit 39 being two Utah Ice delivery 
blanks showing the withdrawal by defendant, and Exhibit 
40P, being a Utah Poultry sales invoice for some evis-
cerating. 
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Conrerning those item;-;, George Rudd, the manager 
of tlw defPndn.nt'~ Poultry and Eviscerating plant, testi-
l'iPd that. IWIH' of these indicated that defendant mar-
kdPd the~<' 19-t.S turkeys (Tr. 1283, L. 10 to 17); Mani-
ft>Ht~ (Tr. 1 :2-W, L. 29 to 1250 L. 2); Withdrawal from cold 
:-;tomg-P (Tr. 1250 L. 16 to 19); eviscerating invorice (Tr. 
t:!rll, L. 6 to 10); Ftah Ice Manifests (Exh. 41_;Tr. 1251, 
L. 1:2 to 19). He also testified that there was no record 
of marketing- plaintiff's birds in either 1947 or 1948. 
Char\p:-; Rudd, the former manager of the Poultry De-
partnwnt, (including the turkey marketing division) did 
not recall defendant marketing turkeys for plaintiffs in 
1 !l-l~ ( Tr. 71_9 L. 30 to 720, L. 2, also lines 8 and 9 and 
i:2:~. L. S to 10) and testified the Utah Poultry eviscer-
ating invoices (Exh. 40P) didn't indicate defendant was 
marketing plaintiff's turkeys in 1948 (Tr. 777 L. 20 to 24). 
DI·:FJ<:~~E :2: FINAL PLEADINGS DON'T ADMIT 
~IARKETIXG IN 19-l-7-1948 
',Vllile plaiatiff eites an admission IR the iRitial 
~r (Tr. 15 paragraph 11) that d~f~nda.J.J.t market~d 
turk~y8 for plaintiff in 1947, he fails to mention that--in 
th9 ._.\ u~wer to the A.meuded Complaint this mistaken ad-
lllissioo was eGrreeted and SY:M marketing was denied. 
{l'P. 23§, pMagrapR 12.) 
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DEFENSE 3: PROCESSING IS NO EVIDENCE OF 
MARKETING. 
~-¥.~~~ffiH~~~~~~~~~~·~· 
s in 
showing 
s, as plaintiff 
s processing of two kinds, 
processing to New Yor re~_(kill,~g and picking) 
and processing to in · de eviscerat~killing, removing 
feathers, head eet, visceira or entrails) and a third 
service, eting. It would and did perform one, .or 
all three of these services as requested. (Tr. 723 
DEFENSE 4: CLAIM OF 1947-1948 MARKETING OF 
RECENT ORIGIN. 
From the plaintiff comes evidence that we did not 
market his birds either years. In his threat-of-litigation 
letter of August 25, 1952, (Exhibit 90D), plaintiff did 
not mention any marketing in either year when he wrote: 
"It is of vital importance ... that I be allowed 
to inspect the records concerning all business ... 
for the past three years. I herewith renew my 
demand for such records .... " 
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In Mr. Mann's report of October 2, 1952 (Exh. 28P) 
in the second paragraph, he stated that he was supplied 
h~· defendant with 
" ... all inventory cards and supporting data for 
the three years, 1949, 19,50 and 1951. ... " 
These quotations show that when plaintiff's recol-
l~ton was ten years fresher than it was at trial, he made 
no claim of marketing prior to 1949. 
DEFEX~E 3: IX 1959, PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM THAT 
HE ~IARKETED HIS 1947 and 1948 CROPS 
THROUGH DEFENDANT WAS BASED ON TEN 
YOCCHERS SIX,CE ABANDONED. 
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In his 1959 deposition, he based his claim on ten 
yellow copies of draft vouchers (Exh. 70D) portions of 
sight drafts for turkeys. ('Tr. 855, L. 14 to 27; 85·6 L. 5 
and 6 and L. 26 to 30; Tr. 859, L. 29, 30; 860 L. 1 to 12.) 
He was positive that Charles Rudd personally, or as 
agent for Utah Poultry, gave him the original sight 
drafts to which these vouchers were attached. Plaintiff's 
counsel finally stipulated this w.as in error ( Tr. 860, 
L. 8 to 12). 
PLAINTIF:F'S POINT I (b) - 460 Head short. 
DEFENS.ES.-: 
2.--:Ex-pla.nation of 460 addjfional head. 
1. This ~ew York dr:e.s.sed,-IW-t~viscer­
-:at~ 
£-Plaintiff reeeived credit for fullsales..price. 
D·EFENSE 1: PLAIN'TIFF FAILED TO PROVE DE-
LIVERY OF AN ADDITIONAL 460 HEAD. 
There is no guess work as to whether plaintiff de-
livered 460 head more than the 5,232 for which defendant 
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n~·~·ountP(l on the Hdtlement Sheet of September 15, 1949 
11•:xh. 3). l'ln.intiff had in his possession truckers' re-
ceipt~ (Tr. S70, L. ~)-1:2) issued to plaintiff before his 
turlwy~ left hi~ ranch by defendant's truckers who picked 
up t lw turkPy~. These truckers' receipts showed the head 
rount rttHl the sex of every turkey delivered by plaintiff 
to defendant, then when the birds were processed ( Tr. 
~70. L. Hi. 17) he had no complaint when he got the pro-
ces~ing manifest and compared it with the truckers' 
n'ePipt (Tr. 870, L. 30 to 871 L. 1 to 9'). 
He failed to produce the truckers' receipts although 
requested to do so (Tr. 870, L. 13 and 14). He compared 
tlw count on them with the processing manifest (Loading 
& Packing Report, Exh. 4P) introduced and vouched for 
hy tl1e plaintiff. It showed a total of 5,232 head (opposite 
the word "Total" on the next to the last line on the 
righthand side). This is the identical number for which 
we acconnted on Settlement Sheet Exhibit 3P. 
Plai,~tiff net Bll4ly fg,iled tB ~Jre>Ve that hg WQS sh~Prt€-d 
460 "head.- he d,gfi'#,itgly ptrQ1'€d hg 1l'QS '¥4Qt shQrt QYY-ly. 
Defe.,.da~t aeee111d€d fQr €'very turkey. 
DEF'EXSE :2: EXPLANATION OF 460 ADDITION-
.:\L HEAD. 
The evidence of shortage relied on by plaintiff ap-
peared by an eviscerating invoice (Exh. 5P) made up 
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some time later in the Salt Lake Eviscerating Plant, and 
not at the American Fork Processing Plant. The testi-
mony of Charles Rudd, at that time manage~r of the 
turkey department, was to the effect that he told plain-
tiff the latter could sell his tur.keys on a particular order 
Rudd had. Plaintiff told Charles Rudd to sell them on 
that order. (Tr. 731, L. 5 to 14). They were then trans-
ported to the Salt Lake Eviscerating Plant and some 
more turkeys added to the group to round out the order 
defendant was filling (Tr. 733, line 16 et. seq.). In the 
eviscerating plant, for identification as to the source of 
the turkeys, they were referred to under the name of the 
producer who had raised and sold them, that is "Tanner." 
(Tr. 733 L. 21). Thus the entire lot, both those sold by 
plaintiff and the much smaller group sold by another 
grower, were run through the eviscerating line under the 
name of "Tanner," .although they had already been sold 
by plaintiff in their New York dressed state. ( Tr. '733, 
L. 21). 
DEFENSE 3: MISSTATEMENT. 
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~r QU~~'':uwa.tiag. N"n· was there aay evide:aee i:atre-Gtwed 
thR.t. plaintiff paid for eviscerating. S.o, to claim that 
plaintiff wa~ <"lmrgPd for the evisceration was not sup-
porkll hy any evidence and was a misstatement. 
DEFE~ -1: FLOCK SOLD NEW YORK DRESSED 
\ 
~OT l1~VISCERATED. I 
Plaintiff ehtims in his brief (middl~ of page 11) that 
he paid for the Ewiscerating. But his accountant, Mr. 
~!ann, reported ele~n years earlier, in the third para-
g-raph on page 1 of hi~August 21, 1952 le~tter (Exh. 17D) 
that they were not evisc~ated: 
\ 
"These birds w):e not held. . . . They were 
New York Dressed/' 
I 
DEFEXSl~~ 5: PLAINTIFF ECEIVED CREDIT 
I SPRI·CE. 
Plaintiff (br· f, bottom of page 9 starts a new un-
numbered obje tion, that he did not eceive the full 
amount for w: · ch the turkeys were sold. 
N" ew York quotations showin a price dif-
ferential etween different sized birds in small uantities. 
Rut m ~eting small lots of a dozen or a hund d head 
i~ dif rent from selling 10,279 head (1949 crop) o 9,653 
hea ( 1 ~)jl) crop) or 8,369 head plus 183,000 po ds 
( 51 erop). and those for which there is slight dema d 
ITt·. r.-~L. 14 te> 769 L. 19, 761 L. 11 ie>l9). 
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&we:ve-r,.~o--testimony -w-as-i-nkooueed showing that 
:£71-aintiff did not--reeeive--eredit for the-eR-tire---purehase 
pFice. -~R.-e--.eviden~-s--to -the-con-tra-ry, -m· 
eolading that of hi-s-aruii~tOO-~-F-rom--tfle--Hrt!t 
ftH-1:--par~n pagQ 2 of hi~ A..ugust-21,-1.952- reporl, 
~t-J.7-D. 
This is an attempt to: 
"REAP WHERE THOU HA8T NOT SOWN." 
PLAINTIFF'S POINT I (c) : 
Plaintiff has four objections undHr this point. 
Defendant's argument follows plaintiff's point. 
1.-Parties could contract for outright sale beeause 
of earlier written agreement. 
ant) for w se benefit the contract was m have seen 
ange on two occasions, namely: the Dece er 12, 
~ 9-s.al~ of--f)laintiff' s turkQys to defendant-and-a.. · 
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:'alP on ~I ar<'h :20, 1951. In both cases, plaintiff sought to 
have defendnnt buy the turkeys. (Tr. 1251 L. 30 to 1252, 
L. 8 and Exh. 5:2P). In both cases the two principals 
ngrPed and the turkeys were sold to defendant and the 
~alP~ pri<'P paid or applied. 
Xm\:- ·1 fter a la p~e o.f fou.rtQQ:R: y9ars, for plaiH:tiff -te 
rPnPg-P aBEl seek to rQtrQat b9hi:R:d a ~oiJ.tract he late'r m.orli-
fied it' ridieulous. This ~laim is b~ rrQd by the St~tute 
o.f- ~.imitatiens, aHd by the Release as heFeiRafter detailed. 
~.-HPvolving fund deduction. 
At the bottom of page 13, reference is made to there-
quirement in the Turkey Marketing Contract (Exh. 2P) 
for the defendant to deduct one-half cent ( lj2¢) per pound 
for a revolving fund. It was deducted, as shown in the 
~Pptt'mlH'r 15, 1949 settlement, under the section "Deduc-
tions" and opposite the typed-in words : "Reserve-stock" 
( Exh. ~i) and later in the two December 12, 1949 settle-
llll'nt sheets (Exh. 7P and 12P) opposite its proper, 
ty})('\1-in, name "Certificates of Interest." 
The three deductions in 1949 totaled $847.01, and that 
amount was set up as a credit on plaintiff's patronage 
(nw.rgin) refund ledger cards (Exh. 56P) and a certifi-
eate is:med therefor in the amount of $850, on April 1, 
l~()l\ as shown on the right portion of the same ledger 
card. Thereafter no such deduction was made from 
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money due plaintiff and no objection was made on that 
account. However, the purpose of the reference about 
the deduction seems to be pointless. It is merely statPd 
and dropped. 
3.-CI.aim of fifteen (15) bird shortage. 
DEFENSES: 
A~hortage proven. 
-~er'.s- report in 1~2.-ag.r-eed-wi-th-d-Bfendant!s 
count. 
DEFENSE A. NO SHORTAGE PROVEN. 
This objection (Brief, p. 14) to Finding No.3 (b), is 
based upon three other eviscerating invoices (Exh. 9P). 
If there was a shortage, plaintiff had the truckers' re-
ceipts and the manifests for first processing and the 
proce'ssing invoice of which Exhibit 8P is a verifax copy. 
Neither the truckers' receipts, nor the manifests 
were produced to show he delivered fifteen (15) addi-
tional turkeys. But he also had a copy of the processing 
invoice and he introduced it and vouched for it. That 
showed but the 3,738 for which we accounted in the 
settlement sheet, Exhibit 7P. He introduced the Tur-
:key Receipt No. 2354 (accounted for on the same settle-
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nwnt siH'Pt, Exhibit 7, see upper corner, second line for 
t ht> identifying nmnber). On the settlement sheet and 
tlw TurkE•v H-('ceipt the weights correspond. 
. ' 
lle- 1-lat:r -na-t-sh&WB--he-d.e-l-i-ve-Fed-me-re than those foc 
whieh -he--has received-his --aooe-anting:.-Il~ 
th~ nwRnt-~ a-f knowing,~whe-ther,the-num~f birds was 
:~.7:~s -as~t--fu:rth-in -the s~ttl~:m@t-Sl·heet (E:x:b 7E.f--m' 
;{,'i;l;{ -as- he-now- ela.ims. 
DEFEN~E B. AUDITOR'S REPORT AGRE.ED WITH 
DEFENDANT'S COUNT. 
Plaintiff had his accountant, Alan Mann, investigate 
thi~ crop in 1952 and plaintiff received a report thereon, 
dated .\ugust 21, 1952 (Exh. 17D). On the first page Mr. 
~I ann reported that: 
"Lot 2354 [the ones now in question-see Ex-
hibit 7, upper right hand corner where the 'Tur-
kPy Rec. K o. 235-t' ·appears] came in on October 
:2tith and covered 3,738 birds " (Matter in 
brackets and emphasis added.) 
~n the number for which defendant was responsible 
wa~ established in 1952 by plaintiff's auditor at the num-
ber for which defendant accounted and not the number 
nnw ela.in1ed as having been delivered. 
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4.-Plaintiff claim of underpayment. 
---Again in pJ,aintiff's brief, on page 15, there--is- th9 
cry that plaintiff did not get as high a price as he uld 
have received on December 12, 1949. While t of the 
birds were eviscerated, he demanded th hey be pur-
chased on a New York dressed basis/{ r. 1251 L. 30 to 
1252 L. 29 ; also 1253'L .. 28 to 3Q}~'/According to George 
Rudd (Tr. 1251 L. 30 to l252 J/8) then the new manager 
. " 
of defendant's poultry and tur~ery operation, plaintiff 
demanded such p1J.rchase and since· the latter was the 
president of (h~ewly formed Utah Coo·pBrative Turkey 
Produce~;d, presumably controlled, through, its mem-
ber~)iP, large turkey processing patronage, Mr.· ~d 
}H(d -the-defenflant buy the tur-keys.---
Plaintiff's own auditor investigated this deal rather 
carefully, comparing the New York dressed price with 
the eviscerated price in New York and found plaintiff 
was overpaid and that defendant lost about a dollar a 
head. (Exh. 117D, page 2, end of first full parag~aph.) 
~notfier hit--of --eviEleooe,sb.-ewing-plain-tif-fls-koo l-
edge and consent to the sale of the eviscerat urkeys 
on a New York d:ressed basis, is foun · n Exhibit 99D. 
It is a verifax copy,oh-httPec er 12, 1949 Settlement 
Sheet (Exh. 7P) whic4_.was1kthe possession of the plain-
tiff at the time his· first, 1959, depositioJ! was taken. On 
his copy; 6·pposite the charge for evisce~atln-g.j~ hand-
w-F-itt-e-n,~ttld--N-¥'-s'~. ------~-~- -- - ~-
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<;eo rg-e Rudd testified the price paid on these two 
pun·hn~Ps of December 12, 1949 (Exh. 7 and 12) was 
ahovP markd (Tr. l~(iS L. 22 to 27,1270 L. 27-29). 
Ho the finding was supported by evidence. 
This-elaim- is -s-We;-~00--9-y--the-Sta.tate ef Limit -
tion~, and by the Release, all detailed he~reafter. 
" H.E: $~:JOO AD\TANGE WHICH PLAINTIFF 
'\ 
ED HE 'Nl~YER RECEIVED. 
\Yhile our atfention is focused on xhibit 7P, let us 
eon~idPr one more point. This is t e sheet showing the 
$~0.~1 i.i.-1: advance whi6Il plaintif claimed he did not get. 
This lapse of memory of the pl ntiff was remedied by re-
minding him of the various ems of the advances made 
until there was only $2, 0.00"\n question. It was not 
until the duplicate co y of the ~eck (Exh. 71D) was 
~ ' produced and iden 'iied by the de~dant's clerk (Tr. 
1306, L. 15 to 30 who signed and deliVered the original 
to plaintiff ( r. 1307 L. 27 to 29') and ~tified it was 
eashed and aid, that plaintiff remembered th~ $2,500.00 
wa" rec · ed. This was the instance recalled by'the trial 
l'ourt (Tr. 1394, L. i to 12), in connection with h~criti­
~ ~f plaintiff as not being frank but evasive, etc. 
1'4amtiff got eveFy cent to whieh b:e was entitled. '· 
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PLAINTIF·F'S POINT I (d): 
"Findings No. 8, 9 and 10 are not supported h~' 
evidence." 
,~he three findi-ngs- are ne-arly~identi~-in -wo.r.ging, 
each covering one of the crops from 1949 to-l!J5i and 
establishing tha,t -.the number, we~h~ and sex of 
-....._ 
the turkeys delivered in "t ear were known by plain-
tiff in the year . e ivery or the next year (the 1951 
crop, b ptemher 2, 1952) and no protest was made 
· i_·-OBep·tembeP"±+,-1~58.--~-"- -~~-~~- --........:-::--. 
DEFENSES 1. There was evidence to support Findings 
8, 9 and 10. 
There was an absence of truGkers' receipts~None 
were introduced to show the number was other than that 
appearing on the processing invoices, the Packing & 
Loading Manifests, and the Settlement Sheets. 
AI~an Mann, the plaintiff's own auditor, checked 
plaintiff's deliveries against the accountings made by de-
fendant and found no disererpancies. (See Exh. 17D, 
August 21, 1952; Exh. 28P, October 2, 1952, and Exh. 
72D, January 5, 1951) And he said that defendant ac-
counted for ten (10) more birds than charged (Exh. 72D, 
top of page 2). In the center of that page he said "Total 
(all accounted for) 17,249". In Exh. 28P, page 4, the 
third paragraph he said : 
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" ... It is difficult for me to see how they 
(turkeys) could vary through the processing 
plant and into cold storage the way they are 
ehP<'kPd and double checked." 
ThP plaintiff, after den.ying he received truckers' 
rt'l'l'ipt~ during 1949 (Tr. 430 L. 7) and especially none 
for thP ~Pph'mber 1949 flock (Tr. 868 L. 10 to 2:2), he 
finally admitted getting truckers' receipts for the Sep-
tPrnlwr, 1949 flock (Tr. 870 L. 9 to 12). He had them 
with him when he received the processing invoice -at the 
plant (Tr. ~70 L. :2G to 29) and the manifest sheets (Tr. 
S71 L. :20 to :27). He couldn't remember whether the'Y 
('OITP~pon<h'd, but made no complaint that they did not 
( Tr. S70 L. 30 to 871 L. 1 to 9, 28 to 30). The same was 
true of the 1950 crop (Tr. 872 L. 1 to 12)-there was no 
prntt>~t as to number of he,ad, only as to the price (Tr. 
S7:~ L. ~. 9). He didn't protest on the number processed 
tTr. S74 L. :2H, 30). He received the eviscerating invoice 
and manifest (Tr 881 L. 16 to 21). Nor did he prote~st at 
the March 9, 1951 settlement (Exh. 23, Tr. 884 L. 22 to 
~7) and as to the March 20, 1951 settlement sheet (Exh. 
24P) his only protest was that he thought from the 
l·rner Barry reports, he should have received a better 
price (Tr. SS5 L. 4 to 13). 
])EFEX~E 2: AX ACCOUNTING WAS NOT RE-
Fl~SED. 
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Objection is briefly made under this heading, that 
Plaintiff was denied an accounting. An accounting was 
made before the turkeys were moved from plaintiff'~ 
ranch. E'ach trucker gave a receipt with the number and 
sex stated therein (Tr. 870 L. 9 to 12, 872 L. 1 to 4). An 
aceounting was made at the American Fork processing 
plant where the turkeys count, sex, weight, grade and 
bo:xes were given, and a copy of the manifest furnished 
to plaintiff. If they were eviscerated an accounting was 
also given then, showing the number, individual weights, 
grades, sex, etc. If the turkeys were turned over to the 
defendant to sell, a turkey receipt was issued again 
identifying the birds in the same detail. When they 
were sold still another accounting, (See Exhibits 3, 7, 12, 
21, 22, 23, 24 and 32) was given, setting forth the same 
information and in addition the sales price of each group 
bringing a different price per pound, and then the de-
tail of each deduction item and the amount of it. 
And when there was the slightest question, Plaintiff 
was permitted to send his auditors to investigate as he did 
on three occasions (Exh. 17, 28 and 72). He also had 
Mr. Lamoreaux and Mr. Brockbank each requiring an-
swers, and since this litigation started, there have been 
better than a half dozen depositions truken. 
3. ACCOUNT SALEIS 
It seems utterly impossible to satisfy this man. He 
has had everything .and still asks for more. There is no 
ground for complaint that defendant has not accounted. 
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I:PI't·renee is made to Exhibit 50, a letter from plain-
tiff to Clple l~:dmonds, then manager of the defendant, 
and on page two, is a demand for account sales. "Ac-
t•tnmt ~alP~ .. ~PPms to plaintiff to be something mythical 
and ma.!.!."i<·, and not as Webster's Dictionary defines it: 
"A<'<'onn t Sales--Com. An account sent by one 
person to another, giving particulars .as to sales 
nuHlP hy the sender on the other's account or be-
half." ( \V ebster's New International Dictionary, 
~P<'Ond Edition, Unabridged, 19'47, page 16.) 
The ~l'ttlement sheets ( Exh. 3, 7, 12, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 32) 
are very detailed and clearly come within the definition 
of an "Account Sales." 
Plaintiff has, in each instance, had his account s.ales. 
The period of the Statute of Limitations has run .against 
any claim Plaintiff has relative to those accounts. 
POIXT I (e) - ~tiff's objeetif>B: FiBding 11 
f~ndant accounted fo~all turkeys) and Fi · g 12 (De-
eemlwr 1:2, 19-!9 and :Jlarch :20 settlements were of 
pnreha~f\~ by defend at plaintif~request) are not 
~ ' 'n~~ eYidenee. With this is tucked i~ther 
elftim ef shaFtage. ~ ~ 
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DEFEN8ES~ 
1.-~indiags ar~~ua-U?ly-s.upported b¥-evi-
rumce .. 
-2.--As to the elaimed --sho~,-W7- pounds- of 
hefl:S---{-Bri&:f--p.-17 )-- and-l-,25-7-pounds .of Toms 
( Br-ief---p.---1£) : 
A. --D6-£6-ndant--aoo:oun-ted--f.or -all the 1950 crop 
deli:v~r--00-tg_it-fu~-marketing. 
B. Claim ign<WOS--turkey:s-r-etu-rned to -&nd kept 
by-plaintif.f. 
C.· ~laim-of~e-in-~ade--A-{prime-)--ig­
-no-r-es chang:es--in--g.md-e. 
D.--P-laintiff has ·admittQd-T~­
~. 
~aintif.fi&-a-Gditor admits-oo.mplete--aooount-
-ing--fw---all turkeys. 
DEFENSE 1: BOTH FINDINGS ARE ADEQUATE-
LY SUPPORTE:D BY EVIDENCE. 
Finding number 11 is to the effect that a full ac-
counting has been made for all turkeys received in 1949, 
19·50 and 1951. Plaintiff leaves the· matter of any insuf-
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fi<'iPney a:-; to the 1 D-1-D crop to his objection raised under 
his Point:-; I (h) and I (c). Point I (b) relates to plain-
~ tilT:-; <·lnim of 460 \wad shortage of tur.keys he never 
~howPd h<' delivered. Defendant leaves the matter as 
an~W('r<-d under his Points I (b) and I (c). We submit 
our an~wPr~ und<'r the same headings. 
l•,indinp; number 12 is to the effect. that the account-
in~~ ~lwwn on the settlement sheets dated D·eeember 12, 
1!)-1-!) (Exh. '7 and 12) and March 20, 19·51 (Exh. 24) re-
~nltt•d from ~alP~ to the defendant by plaintiff. No refer-
ence i~ madP to evidence to support plaintiff's claim. 
llo,,·pn)r, there was evidence that the December 12, 1949 
tran~adion was a sale. George Rudd testified to that 
fact. (Tr. 1~51 L. 30 to 1252 L. 29). As to the March 
~0. 1951 nrronnting, the letter-bill of sale (Exh. 5·2P, 
eknrer copy Exh. 69D) speaks for itself. The last para-
g-raph of that letter states: 
"I hereby sell, assign, transfer and set over 
to you all of my right, title ·and interest in the 
turkeys above named at the prices of 52¢ for 
grade A and 50¢ for grade B and warrant the title 
tt) the same ... In making this sale, I am not rely-
ing upon any representation of the Utah Poultry 
& Fa rmPrs Cooperative as to the market price of 
turkPys or as to market conditions." (Emphasis 
added.) 
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Clearly the objection to Finding number 12 is not well 
taken. The main argument relates to another alleged 
shortage on accounting. 
DEF:ENSE 2: AS TO THE CLAIMED SHOR.TAGE 
OF 2507 POUNDS OF HENS (BRIEF 17) AND 1257 
POUNDS OF TOMS (BRIEF 18): 
A. DEFEND·ANT .ACCOUNTED FOR ALL TH111 
1950 CROP D·ELIVERED TO DEFENDANT FOR 
MARKET'ING. 
Vernon Ferre, whose knowledge of t~e business and 
c:redibility were the matter of favorable comment by the 
court (Tr. 1393 L. 3 to 8), testified (Tr. 1359 L. 1 to 4) 
we were required under the Turkey Department Receipts 
(Exh. 19) to account for 386,041 pounds of New York 
dressed turkeys (Tr. 1359 L. 1 to 4). Part of these were 
sold as New York dre•ssed and were so accounted Exh. 
21P and 22P. The balance were eviscerated and ac-
counted for as such. The evisce~ration caused a loss of 
weight and the accounting in settlement sheets, Exhibits 
22, 23 and 24, was on an eviscerated weight basis. The 
conversion from eviscerated weight hack to New York 
dressed weight is set forth in Exhibit 102D, showing 
only 69 pounds difference on .an estimated shrinkage of 
from 13% to 14%, within .06% of the estimated minimum 
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~hrink. Thi~ showed we accounted in the Settlement 
~~~~·~·t:-;, ]1~xhibit~ ~1. ~~' :2:3 and ~-t, for all of the 1950 
nop whi<~h wa~ delivered for marketing, including the 
~:>07 pounds of hens and 1257 pounds of toms delivered 
in the 1 !l:-lO crop. \r ern on Ferre ( Tr. 1303 L. 12 to 1305 
L.l) tP~til'iPd n~ to the receipt of the 1950 crop as evi-
dt>IH·t>d by thP six processing invoices (Exh. 98D) and 
our ne<·onnting for them (Exh. 102D) in each of the settle-
nwnt ~hPPt~. Jn Exhibit 102 he covers those which were 
:-;old a~ ~<'W York dressed and those which were eviscer-
ated and ~old that way. He showed defendant accounted 
for all. 
IH:J•'EX~I·~ 2B: PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM IGNOR.ES 
OYI·:B 4500 POUNDS OF TURKEYS RETURNED TO 
.\XD In:TAINED BY PLAINTIF·F. 
In a Yery carefully worked out accounting (Exh. 72D, 
Mann·~ report of January 5, 1951) wherein the number 
of head and total weights are examined in detail, there 
appears in the middle of page 2 of that report: 
Birds Weight 
"Delivered to you [plaintiff] 235 3,365/14 
(lmchecked by us)." 
.-\l~o on page 1, four lines from the bottom: 
"le~s kept out [by plaintiff] 
(words in bracket added.) 
Birds Weight 
(15) (215)" 
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and in the middle of the same page is a reference to "71 
birds you kept out." And a further reference, five lines 
down: 
"Receipt No. 121 was marked void, with a 
notation that you had sold these birds direct to 
Renny Penny.'' 
"':~~5 tunkQys, ·wOO.ghi~~-aho~t 
14 pouiids,each. If we use that average for the ead 
retained by plaintiff there is 99'4 pound . his latter 
weight, plus the 215 pounds and the , 65 pounds all as 
above mentioned, total in> .exc of 4500 pounds, which 
were not left with defe, t to market. And then there 
are all the turke sold by plaintiff to Renny Penny. 
' Plaintiff s d have proved that those 3764 pounds are 
in a~ to the 4500 pounds, and the Renny Penny 
/ t~k~&-~hiOO---plaintiff took 
Before we can be held to have failed to account for 
the 3764 pounds, plaintiff must show they were not part 
of the 4500 pounds, and the Renny Penny turkeys of 
which we were relieved of accountability by plaintiff's 
own action of taking possession of them. 
DE·FENSE 2C: CLAIM OF SHORTAGE IN GRADE 
A (PRIME) IGNORES CHANGES IN GRADE. 
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Plaintiff'::-; evidence, based upon the one grade 
(grade .\ or prime) leaves the question whether plain-
tift' has ~otten an accounting on eve-ry head he turned 
nvt•r. ( l rading ehanges occur as shown in the Auditor's 
report of 0<'tober ~, 1952 (Exh. 28P). On the bottom 
of page one, it appears that there is a shortage of 78 
grade I~ ht>nH, but in the center of that page, there ap-
pParH nn in<'rease in grade A of the same numbeT of head. 
On pn~e ~' there is a decrease of 196 head of grade 
A TomH, but grade B is increased by 200. 
Obviom;ly it is impossible to say that there is an 
on'r-all ~hortage on accounting, if we look only at Grade 
.\. without also looking at all the other grades to see if 
the head count on plaintiff's tur.keys still remains the 
CPtiainly, with only the Grade A to examine, the 
<'ourt was justified in finding that the accounting was 
full and complete. 
DEFEXSE :2 D: PLAINTIFF HAS ADl\1ITTED THE 
.:\CCOrXTIXG ON TOM:S WAS CORRECT. 
ln--lli8 l~tt~r bill o£ li!al~ <>f ~a:areh 20, 1951 (Exh. 52P, 
cleru-eF eepy 69D), plaintiff aekaov.rl~dged the ntlffibe-r 
t)f-hlr~h -de-ft-ndant v1as still aggountable. He 
:"-t·Hn~· tlwn~ 
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"I understand that you are willing to pur-
chase all of my eviscerated turkey Toms which 
you have in your possession, totaling approxi-
mately 143,000 pounds of grade A and 40,000 
pounds of grade B." 
The total amount unsold was 183,725 pounds, as 
shown by the Settlement Sheet of the same date (Exh. 
24P). 
The plaintiff knew the amount for which we had not 
accounted and named the weight on hand within .5% of 
the exact poundage. 
D'EFENSE 2 E: PLAINTIFF'S AUDITOR ADMIT-
TED COMPLETE ACCOUNTING. 
But in any case, before plaintiff signed the Release 
on October 7, 1952, plaintiff sent his highly trained and 
skilled auditor, Alan Mann, back to check on the last 
three crop years, 1949, 1950 and 1951 (see second para-
graph, page 1, Exh. 28P). When the size of the task be-
came apparent he, after phoning plaintiff, decided tore-
examine the 1950 crop records and supplement his exam-
ination of January 5·, 19·50 (Exh. 72D) in which Mr. Mann 
had shown 4500 pounds of birds as returned to plaintiff 
prior to January 5, 19·50. His detailed studies (Exh. 28P) 
did not reveal any shortage although he accounted, not 
for just the grade A birds, hut for all birds of all grades. 
And, as revealed on page 2, Mr. Mann did not, in his 
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~PptPmh<'r and October, 1952 investigation, confine him-
Helf to the del'r>ndant'~ records-he also traced the tur-
kPy~ through their storage in the Utah Ice. After his re-
port on hi~ Pxamination, he concluded with a summary 
ot' the accounting furnished in these words (middle of 
page 4 of Exh. 28P) : 
"It is my belief that the inventory records 
on your 1950 crop checks out with the American 
Fork recap sheets as well as could be expeCJted ; · 
it is difficult for me to see how they could vary 
through the processing plant and into cold stor-
age, the way they are checked and double checked." 
.\.nd this tribute to the accuracy of the records follows 
the detailed comparison on page 3 of the October 2, 1952 
rt?port (Exh. 28P) both by weight and head count and lot 
number, with the ultimate disposition of the turkeys. At 
no place in this last report does he make the slightest 
change in his earlier (January 5, 1951 Exh. 72D) report, 
where a similar detailed report was given and wherein 
he ~tated (top of page 2): 
"~\.11 birds were accounted for with ten birds 
over as shown by the following. . . ." 
I (f) OBJECTIOX TO FIXDING 15 - ACCESS TO 
E\lSCER~-\.TIXG RECORDS. 
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The objection that "the evidence does not sustain 
Finding No. 15" is backed up by plaintiff's statement 
that there was no evidence that Mr. Mann, plaintiff's 
auditor, had access to the documents on which plaintiff 
based his objections above. 
The Finding (No. 15) that defendant was 
" ... cooperative, open, and frank in its rela-
tions with the plaintiff and on request, and on 
seve·ral occasions, made all of its records available 
for the inspection of plaintiff and did not withhold 
nor conceal anything nor any information and as-
sisted the auditor of plaintiff in getting access 
to .all pertinent records of the Utah Ice & Storage 
Company.'' 
was amply supported by Mr. Mann's three audits refer-
red to above, namely January 5, 19·51 (Exh. 72D), Aug-
ust 21, 19·52 (Exh. 17D) and the one undertaken during 
the five week interval between tendering the final ac-
count of August 27, 1952, the check for $9,350.06, and 
the release (Exh. 66D) and the- final audit dated October 
2, 1952 ( Exh. 28P). 
As Mr. Mann reported (Exh. 28P, p. 1): 
"Utah Poultry supplied me with all inventory 
cards and supporting data for . . ." 
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nnrl on page 2: 
"We checked the inventory cards on the hens 
to the inventory cards in the files of the Utah 
1 <'P, and they were identical . . . and neither set 
of cards indicated any overage or shortage other 
than minor amounts." 
nnrl n~ ~Jr. :\lann testified (Tr.1381 L. 21 to 26): 
" ... I w.as not aware of anything being 
withheld from me or any other attitude than one 
of complete cooperation. 
"Q. You didn't ask for any papers that were 
not made available to you~ 
"A. That is right." 
In the letter (Exh. 65D) from the attorney for de-
fendant to plaintiff tendering the SettlP"'""""+ '\l1e0t nf 
~\ugust :27, 1952 (Exh. 32) and a copy o.f the Release 
( Exh. 66D) in the conclusion of the next to the last 
paragraph on page 2 (Exh 65D), it is stated: 
"If, however, there is information to which 
you are entitled, with which you have not been 
favored, it will be furnished upon your request 
or your auditors will be permitted to inspect the 
records. 'y e will therefore .await your further 
word on this point." 
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There was no evidence of any further request for infor-
mation, only the third investigation by plaintiff's auditor 
with the resulting report of October 2, 1952 (Exh. 28P). 
There is no merit to the objection to Finding No. 15. 
POINT I (g): One Half Cent Deduction For Certificate 
of Interest. 
There was such a provision in the "Turkey Market-
ing Contract" (Exh. 2P). Plaintiff contends (1) the de-
duction was taken, but (2) no Certificate of Interest was 
issued. 
It was taken in 1949 under the Deductions in the 
Settlement Sheets (Exh. 3, 7, 12). The total deducted in 
1949 was $847.01, and .a credit was set up on plaintiff's 
ledger card (Exh. 56P) in that amount, in the fifth col-
umn from the left. A previous $5.41 balance in that 
account resulted in the issuance of a Certificate of Inter-
est in the amount of $850, as shown in the fourth column 
on the next line. This is .also reflected on the extreme 
right side of the ledger card (Exh. 56P) under the head-
ing of "Certificates Issued" where it shows that under 
date of April 4, 1950 a Certificate of Interest was issued 
plaintiff in the amount of $850. 
In Exhibit 43P attached to the second letter from 
Mr. Ferre to plaintiff, dated February 12, 1957, is a 
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li:-~t of tlw vn.rion~ e.Prtificates issued to plaintiff. This 
:-;hows, under the heading of Turkey Department, the 
third l i rw down "1950" (the year of issuance of certifi-
<'at" on 1 ~l-t-D business) "Processing R T 3611, 800 sold 
nnd t ran:-; I' erred to Earl Warner." The "800" is a typing 
(~rror, it should be "850." The R T 3611 identified the 
<'Prti fi<'Htl'. 
So a~ to our deductions of $847.01 for 1949, the Cer-
tifi<'ate of Interest was issued in the amount of $850, 
under date of "-!/1/50" as shown on the right side of 
tlw ledger sheet (Exh. 56P). 
The statement that a deduction was taken on the 
~Ptth'ment Sheet (Exh. 21P), dated December 21, 1950, 
i~ in error. An item of interest in the amount of $495.7 4 
was deducted but for that purpose, not for a Certificate 
of l n terest as appears in the deductions in Exhibits 7 and 
1 ~. The interest was charged on the two sixteen thou-
~and dollar charges for processing and eviscerating. 
:::;inee there was no deduction in 1950 and 1951 of this 
one-half cent per pound for Certificates of Interest, he 
ha~ no complaint. 
POIXT II CLAIJI: Defendant as a Fiduciary. 
It is admitted that defendant was required to ac-
count to plaintiff and other growers for produce deliver-
ed for marketing for the account of the respective patron. 
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Defendant accounted to plaintiff at every stage of 
the transaction. Before the turkeys left plaintiff's farm, 
it issued him truckers' receipts, such as he denied re-
ceiving (Tr. 430 L. 5 to 7, 868 L. 19· to 26) and later 
admitted getting (Tr. 868 L,. 27 to 870 L. 17), showing 
the number and sex of the birds. It issued to him a Pack-
ing & Loading Manifest, such as Exhibits 4P, 37P and 
86P (showing the he.ad count, sex, grade and weight), 
and a processing invoice, such as Exhibit 98D, showing 
the same information, plus a statement of charges and of 
disposition of the turkeys, as soon as the killing, picking, 
grading, chilling and packing were completed. 
In case the turkeys were eviscerated as most of plain-
tiff's were, it issued plaintiff a further manifest of the 
same type (excepting there was shown the additional in-
formation of the weight of each individual turkey in 
pounds and ounces) together with the lot number in the 
Utah Ice under which his turkeys were stored, also an 
eviscerating invoice such as Exhibit 5P ( Tr. 127 4 L. 4 
to 6). If the tu:rtkeys were turned over to defendant for 
marketing, a Turkey Department receipt (such as the 
six included in Exhibit 19P) was issued to him covering 
in general, the same data and acknowledging receipt of 
the turkeys. When the turkeys were sold, the Settlement 
Sheet, such as Exhibits 3, 7, 12, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 32, was 
issued showing the flock sold by reference to the serial 
number of the Turkey Department Receipt, previously is-
sued to plaintiff and the lot number under which they 
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WPI'I' :-:torPd, the nun1ber of boxes, grade, age, sex, num-
h.-t· of head, ntunb(•r of pounds sold at the same price, 
th~ gross amount for which those turkeys were sold, 
togPtlwr with the deductions for freight, s~torage, pro~ 
t•:-::-:ing, Pvi:-:cPntting, advance, selling expense, miscellan-
t>olls chn rgP:-:, ete., and the disposition of the net sales 
All of these accountings were given plaintiff. It was 
routine. But plaintiff demanded more and, from the time 
dt>fendant insisted plaintiff cease selling the mortgaged 
propPrty in the fall of 1951, there was more and more de-
manded of defendant by plaintiff. This was coupled 
with the increasing threats of litigation with the hiring 
of I. E. Brockbarcl\: and later Mr. Lamoreaux and two 
more audits (Exh. 17D .and 28P) and the demand (Exh. 
90D) four days after the rendering of the second audit 
(Exh. 17D). In this August 25, 1952, threatening letter 
plaintiff said, among other things: 
"I herewith renew my demand for such ree-
ords" (concerning all business transactions be-
tween the parties for the last three years.) 
.. Should you fail to do so within ten days from 
this date, I have no other recourse but to· author-
i,ze my attorneys to institute the necessary pro-
ceedings in a court of law to obtain the records." 
(Emphasis added) 
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With the delivery of the truckers' receipts, the Pack-
ing & Loading Manifest at the American Fork plant, and 
similar manifest at the eviscerating plant, the turkey <l<'-
partment receipt, and the settlement sheets, and the net 
proceeds of the sales, and the opening of its books and 
records to the -plaintiff and his auditors, defendant ful-
filled, meticuloulsy and completely, its duty to account. 
~---Whe-n-t-he-f>l-aiR-tif-f-h-i-red :.M:r. -M~ repeatedly. 
au~t defendant's accounts and two lawyers to protect 
his interests with their accompanying demands, he 
ceased~. be an unsuspecting, gullible pro cer, who 
relied wh~ on the cooperative to protect is interest. 
He became a'\protagonist, able, willing nd anxious to 
protect himself~~e ceased to rely up the cooperative 
to protect his interl~,st and became t aggressive antago--
"· nist prepared and belligerently · sistent on seeing that 
his interests were bein~ ;resp · ed, and quick to charge 
the agency he selected, wit\, any real or fancied failure 
to adequately protect hi rights. He ceased to be one 
whose interests must protecte.Q. against his ignorance 
and inexperience became one ·against whom others 
must be guarde o prevent his i~~'Osition upon them. 
This i Illustrated by his attempt in this action to 
take fro other producers their _property in~ coopera-
tive his claim to recover for 460 head of· turlu~ys 
(B ef, Point Ib), he never delivered for marketing, and 
e-~ief, p. 14, ~oint I c) likewi-se -nev-er (J.p., 
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w.· li\CC n ·d. a.nd t.hQ 2,51 0 -pg.lYlds of hells aDd 1,257 pounds 
of tom~ { BriFf, Point I- e) for vffiieh f1fl aeeounting v.ras 
nu\do, as pG~ 
POINT III-Complaint is made because plaintiff was not 
t n·:tt Pd as one for whom the court must intercede to 
prPvPnt imposition. 
If the Court got that idea, it was from the plaintiff's 
own actions, and from his selection in 1952 of two able 
attorneys to protect his interests (Tr. 1185 L. 3 to 8) in 
tlw dispute, his Certified Public Accountant, whom he 
ealled in on three occasions. for investigation to protect 
his rights. Plaintiff did not rely on defendant nor the 
('On rt to prevent imposition on him. He was the one who 
played "all the angles", kept his flock off the market CTr. 
t :2;-)s L. 10, 1257 L 6) until he had lost the Christmas 
market (Tr. 1252 L. 12 to 25) then insisted on defendant 
hnying his turkeys (Tr. 1252 L. 1 to 8) and then, al-
though they had been eviscerated, demanded that they he 
purchased at the weights they had before evisceration 
and at New York dressed prices. ('Tr. 1252 L. 6 to 8.) 
Plaintiff was the one who mortgaged his 1951 tui"key 
rrop to defendant to protect defendant on feed and sup-
plies adyanrPd (Exh. 9-±D) and then attempted to sell the 
mortgaged turkeys (See newspaper ad Exh. 9·5D) and 
belligerently objected (Exh. 50P and 96D) when defend-
ant requested the store outlet to remit for the turkeys 
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on checks payable to defendant and plaintiff (middle of 
2nd page of Exh. 49P). Plaintiff was the one who then 
refused to let his 1951 crop go on the market and, when 
demand was made in May of 19'52, that he either release 
the mortgaged turkeys for sale or refinance elsewher<' 
(Exh. 93D) he hired himself two lawyers, Mr. Brockbank 
and later Mr. Lamoreaux (1Tr. 1185 L. 1 to 8), and re-
hired Mr. Alan Mann to again investigate defendant's 
records and demanded under threat of litigation that de-
fendant make the reco:rds available to his two lawyers 
and his accountant (Exh. 90D). When these things hap--
pened, plaintiff ceased to be an unwary, gullible patron, 
easy to be imposed upon. He was ready, willing and 
able to hattle for his rights and anxious to do so. 
If he was held at arm's length, he was the one who 
brought it on himself. 
~ ~~-_rn 
an ~ffOrt -tQ_~ease a patron, and to maike i able to 
him all records TSee-]~xh. 65D, nextvw--: st sentence, third 
paragraph from end; ~o the !€_d audit by his auditor, 
Mr. Mann after the tender of the final settlement sheet, 
' ~- ·--._ 
Exh. 3~2D, -together with check and releaseJ--S~u!'~ly he 
,eafinot-e~ll-}lab+iinH. . ----
APPELLANT'S POINT IV -Court should, when plain-
tiff failed to prove fraud, have considered mistake to 
toll the statute of limitations. 
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I . No mistake-was p-rQVell. 
~--If any -m.i~ur~d,--it-was -no.t-.wch a mis-
~~~..:. wowd tgll the Stakat~. 
-3.- 1\.1 i~trulie was not with-in- Pleadings or Pre Trial 
~. 
DEFENSE 1: WHAT MISTAKE WA'S PROVE,N¥ 
"\Vhat possible mistake was proven¥ Plaintiff fails 
to point out any mistake. If plaintiff overlooked men-
tioning that the mistake was in not discovering the 
t>vi:-;eprating invoice upon which pJaintiff now relies as 
showing a 460-head shortage, let us consider it. At 
lwst it could only mean that through some error he was 
g-iven credit for 460 head more than he delivered. 
He had truckers' receipts, though he consistently 
denied that fact (Tr. 868 L. 9 to 26) until the afternoon 
of the sixth day of trial, and it was only because of 
repeated insistence that he must have gotten them, 
that he finally admitted deliveryr of the truckers' receipts 
(Tr. 870 L. 9 to 17) on the flock which he claimed was 
460 head sho1i. 
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But even when he finally told the truth on thn t 
subject, did he show that he delivered 460 head more 
than was covered on the accounting~ He did not. He 
had trucrkers' receipts for that September, 1949 flock. 
He had them "when the birds were processed" (Tr. 870 
L. 16) and at the time he received the processing in-
voices at the plant ('Tr. 870 L. 26 to 29) and also the 
manifest (Packing & Loading Report), all three at the 
time he received his settlement ,on them and he madP 
no complaint (Tr. 871, L. 20 to 30). 
But the processing manifest (Loading & Packing 
Report, Exhibit 4P) showed 5,232 head as retained by 
defendant (see recap in the lower righthand corner on 
the next to the bottom line, opposite the word "total"), 
the identical number for which accounting was made in 
the settlement sheet on that flock, Exhibit 3P. 
Search of the record has not revealed that plaintiff 
ever testified that he delivered for marketing any more 
than the 5,232, head for which an accounting was made 
in settlement sheet Exhibit 3P. 
What mistake is plaintiff relying on to toll the 
Statute of Limitations~ How can he be heard to com-
plain that the court did not let him change his plea, 
thirteen years late, to one of mistruke, unless some mis-
take is proven~ 
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']'hi~ nlPrl, aggressive challenger is merely trying 
to take advantage of what he figures is defendant's mis-
ta:kP. .K ot that he testifies he delivered 460 head more 
than tho~P for which we accounted. He merely hopes 
to take advantage of an error. 
But there was no mistake. As Charles Rudd testi-
fied, he added these additional turkeys to the lot a 
<'n~tomer had purchased from Mr. Tanner and tempor-
arily tlwy continued in Tanner's name (Tr. 731 L. 6 to 
:21, 7:t~ L. 6 to 73-! L. 20) . 
. And so it was with the other claims of shortage, if 
these arP the elements of mistake relied upon. Each 
has been dealt with and explained in defendant's argu-
ment to plaintiff's point one. 
DEFENSE 2: MIS!TAKE WILL NOT TOLL STA-
Tl~TE OF LIMITATIONS WHERE. ITS ONLY 
FrXCTION IS TO TOLL THE S.TAT·UTE. 
"A statute of limitation relating to an action 
for relief on the ground of mistake applies only 
to actions in which a mista:ke of fact is the basis 
or gravamen of the action, and not where the 
relief on the ground of mistake is merely inci-
dental to, or involved in, another and real cause 
of action." 53 CJS p.1069 
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In People v. Union Oil Co., 310 P.2d 409, 48 Cal. 
2d 476, an action was brought to recover interest paid 
on franchise tax refund, on the ground that payment 
resulted from a mistake by the Commissioner in inter-
preting the law. In affirming a recovery by the statP 
below, the court said: (310 P.2d 413) 
"(7) Defendant argues that while said mis-
take of law may have caused the improper inter-
est payments, such mistalke is merely incidental 
to plaintiff's cause of action as one for money 
had and received, that no other ground of relief 
was available to plaintiff, and that therefore 
the two year statute of limitations applies. . .. 
But here the mistake of law is not a mere incident 
to plaintiff's right to reco;ver. Rather it is the 
very basis or gravamen of plaintiff's action and 
if it were not for such mistake of law by the 
administrative officers, the cause of action would 
not have accrued. See Ind. School District No.1, 
etc. vs Common Sehool District No. 1 (56 Idaho 
426), 55 P. 2d 144, 148, 105 ALR 1267. Accord-
ingly the applicable statute is the three year 
statute governing the action for relief on the 
ground of mistaike. Code Civ. Proc. Sec. 338, 
subd. 4." 
The Utah case of Haws v. Jensen, 209 P.2d 229, 
116 U. 212, seems in point. There a suit was filed against 
a daughter who received property from her mother 
for the benefit of the family, but after the death of the 
mother, refused to divide with the rest of the family. 
The court held that the action was one to impose a 
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<'on~tnwtivt- trust on the property because the daughter 
hnrl never promised to divide it. Under these circum-
stan<'('~ the court refused to apply the three year limita-
tion n pplicnble to fraud. 
Kamas Securities v. Taylor, 226 P.2d 111, 119 U 
~f 1, was a case where this court distinguished between 
the application of the three year limit applicable for 
deceit and the general statute. The suit was brought 
again8t a secretary of a corporation for the loss of 
~~'eurity (surrender of stock) pledged to secure a note, 
after the statute of limitation had run against the note. 
In applying the restriction of this section of the statute 
\~l'C. IS-12-26-3) the court said on page 118 of the 
Pari fir Reports: 
"It is true that the allegations of the amend-
ed complaint charge that defendant employed 
deceit, but viewing the charge in its entirety it 
is clearly one of breach of a fiduciary duty which 
would mean that the four year statute of limita-
tion would be applicable, 104-2-30. The conten-
tion that action was barred by [the three year] 
limitations was therefore properly overruled." 
(i\Iatter in brackets, added.) 
The action at bar is for the recovery of the value 
of turkeys which plaintiff now claims he delivered, and 
for whieh no accounting was made. The claim of fraud 
and mistake ali:ke are interposed solely to toll the statute 
of limitations and not as the ground work for the re-
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covery itself. Fraud and mis.taike are merely incidPntal 
to the relief sought. If the action was to reform a deed, 
or contract, because of fraud or mistake, there would 
be a case which could come under this statute. But the 
only purpose of urging either fraud or mistake wal' 
to escape the bar of the statute of limitations and that 
is not sufficient. 
Neither frat~a Ror mistaike is a\b&ilable to t-oR the 
s~~~@ i~ uot ba~fi:ld o;u fi:lither frau4-m-
~,~~~..itmg. 
DEFENSE 3: MISTAKE WAS NOT WITHIN THE 
PLEADINGS NOR PRE-TRIAL ORDER. 
e-¥e--ffi too pleadings was mistake m€mtiof1ed· 
amended complaint (Tr. 142) on which this ction 
in the first cause of action, in ch cterjzing 
defendant's ·tions, "deceit" was alleged)tiar. 5), "false 
representation"~~"misrepresent~tiefli·, (par. 5 and 6) 
and "fraudulently" ~fraudulent" (par. 10 and 11) 
and "falsity" in the Praye~ 
In the second cause of actio~ plaintiff used the 
words "falsely" (par. 4) "deceived" (P~,5) and "fraud-
ulent action" (par. 8). In the third caus~e plaintiff 
., 
u~e words "fraudulently represented" ~-4), 
%:roRgfally aad unJ.awfylly ~peCJJ.lated" (par 7),--8.lid 
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''J..t~I'P-fltia.D.i'&-fraadalent aetilln" (par. 9). In the -fou-
<':til~.-., e plaintiff alleges "defendant ... fra ently 
8tated" an "defrauding plaintiff" (p~, and "de-
I'Pndant ... did aud plaintiff" (par. 5), and "fr.aud-
ul(lnt action" (par. 7). tp.e4th cause of action it 
i~ alleged eoncerning d d ' actions that it "fraud-
ulent made .. ~" and "repre tation was false" 
(par. + ), and "'falsity of defendant's sta ents" (par. 
:)) 8.1\d of the "fraudulent action" (par. 6). T ~was 
pl~nty .of--fraud mentioned bu~mi.st&k.@....-----~---' 
l•,or pre-trial the parties were ~foN the eourt four 
times and-later-a fifth time-e.n--~ileEJ:-!!-S~th" 
eause--e-f-aetion, -bat :aov1here is it alleged that ~e 
i~ a---g-rol:Yld for tolli:ng-the-sta.tut@--M--l.imitat~ 
wft6.Jp. aetion revolved around alleged fraud. 
At the completion of his case .and ne·ar the end of 
the ninth day of trial (the twelfth day was largely taken 
up in argument), when the court pointed out the de-
fieieney of the evidence of fraud ( Tr. 115-9 L. 23 to 1160 
L. 13, 26), plaintiff for the first time mentioned "mis-
take" (1161 L. 14 to 18). The court refused to permit 
the issues to be enlarged ( Tr. 1161 L. 19). 
1~nder Rule 15 (five lines down), it is set forth that 
pleadings can only be .amended with leave of the court 
' or with consent of the adverse party. Neither was given 
here. 
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If plaintiff had been permitted to amend his rmn-
plaint to include mistake it would have resulted in an 
entirely new cause (or causes) of action being brought 
into the case, many years after the statute of limitation 
had run against the newly alleged cause. 
The matter was, under Rule 15, within the discre-
tion of the trial court. The ruling of that court was 
adverse to broadening the issues still further. His dis-
cretion was amply justified. 
APPELLANT'S POINT V is+ 
DEFENSES: 
day of trial, was not within 
2. The interpr tion claimed f~ Utah Poultry 
Articles and B - aws, is without a basiS'l, 
'\ 
atever right plaintiff had is now~ ed by 
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IH:Ffi~NSE l: THE IS.SUE OF THE OBLIGATION 
TO REALLOCATE MARGINS TEN TO FIFTEEN 
Yli:A RS AFTER THE , INITIAL ALLOCATION, 
\V,\~ }i,IRST PRESENTED IN THE, LAWSUIT ON 
TH~ NINTH DAY OF TRIAL. 
\Vhile it is true that margins were mentioned in 
the pleadings and pre-trial order, what was claimed 
about them Y In the Amended Complaint filed on or 
about March 31, 1960, in the last of paragraph three 
of the Fifth Cause of Action ('Tr. 147), it was alleged: 
"3. . . . credits would be paid when North-
western Turkey Growers Association accounted 
to the Utah Poultry & Farmers Cooperative." 
Somewhat similar allegations are found in the fourth 
paragraph of First and Second Causes of Action and 
paragraph five of the Third Cause of Action, and para-
graph nine of the Fourth Cause of Action. 
In plaintiff's second deposition (taken five weeks 
before the trial on April 14, 1962, although it appears 
1961 on the title page thereof), plaintiff testified that 
that the N orbest patronage refund of margins when 
received from Nor best was to be turned over to the 
growers (p. 3-!, L. 14 to 17). When asked if C. K. Ferre 
said the producers were to get all margin refunds re-
eeived from X or best, plaintiff replied : 
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"'That we would get our dividends, that W<' 
would get our margins, that we would get our 
interest certificates-the whole thing hinged on 
N orbest." (P. 54, L. 21 to 23; see also in the 
same deposition p. 59 L. 19 to 25; p. 60 L. 2 to 8; 
p. 62 L. 5 to 10; p. 64 L. 28 top. 65 L,. 4.) 
The margins and refunds referred to in the plead-
ings were further expanded on pre-trial (December 5, 
19·61) ( Tr. 259 L. 4) to include a claim to participate 
in the "reserves and assets", further defined as "un-
reasonable reserves and accumulations" ('Tr. 277, L. 2). 
But nowhere prior to Mr. Barker's claim (Tr. 1074 
L. 10 to 16) on the ninth day of trial was the issue 
broadened to include a claim to revamp the distribution 
of margins made ten to fifteen years earlier. This was 
not even suggested until the ninth day of trial. It was 
not within the issues. 
D~EFENSE 2. THE INTERPRETA·TION OF THE 
ARJTICLES OF INCORPORATION AND BY-LAWS 
CLAIMED BY PLAIN'TIFF, IS WITHOUT BASIS. 
1\!l:r. Barker states his interpretation in this lang-
uage: 
" . . . they (defendant) . . . allocated the 
net profit ( Tr. 107 4 L. 10, 12, 14, 18). Or net 
margins of a department, not of an [the] organ-
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ization, hut of a department to those people who 
rlo business with that department. Now I think 
vPry clParly the By-Laws we have just quoted 
n'quires all departments to be considered as a 
[single] unit ... " (Insert in brackets added.) 
A rticlP XII of the Articles of Incorporation of de-
fendant cooperative (Exh. 48, p. 7) as it appeared when 
plaintiff first became a member provided in part: 
"This Association shall be operated for the 
mutual benefits of its patrons and all net mar-
gins ... shall be credited annually to the patrons 
of the Association upon the basis of the respec-
tive contribution of each patron .... " 
Artiele XIII provides: 
"'The property interests of the members in 
the assets of the Association shall be unequal 
and shall be fixed upon an equitable basis and 
shall be determined by reference to the source 
of such assets, the volume of business done with 
the producer and all other facts relating to the 
acquirement of such assets." 
Observe, please, that the patrons' interest is to 
be fixed on "an equitable basis" and with "reference 
to tl1e source of such assets" and the "respective con-
tribution of each patron." 
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By-Law No. 16 (c) 1. provides that after the pay-
ment of "all expenses and costs of maintaining and 
operating the association . . . all net proceeds from 
marketing produce for patrons remaining undistributed 
shall be distributed to such patrons ratably according 
to the respective amounts of business done by eaeh 
patron with the Association .... " 
Does that By-Law say all departments must lump 
all their net proceeds or margins together in one com-
mon pot .and let those patrons who have contributed 
nothing to the margins, share in that which the others 
have contributed~ Where, in such an unfair and inequit-
able interpretation, is the "equitable basis" or the "ref-
erence to the source of such assets" as required in 
Article XIII supra~ Or the distribution of margins 
"upon the basis of the respective contribution of each 
patron." (Article XII supra.) While it is urged that 
there is no conflict between the requirements of these 
Articles of Incorporation and the By-Law quoted, if 
there is any conflict, the provisions of the Article pre-
vail. 
"A by-law which is not thus consistent with 
the charter but is in conflict with and repugnant 
to it is void." 8 Fletcher, Corporations (per. 
Ed.) Sec. 4190, p. 723. 
"By-laws inconsistent with the charter, arti-
cles of association or incorporation or governing 
statute are ultra vires void." Headnote, 18 C.JS 
p. 604. 
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IH~ll'ENSE 3. WHATEVER RIGH'T PLAINTIFF 
HAD I~ NOW BARRED BY THE RELEASE OF 
OO'I,OfH~R 7, 1952 (EXHIBIT 66D), BY THE STAT-
lrTI1~ OF LIMITATIONS AND AN ACCORD AND 
SA'I, I ~FACTION. 
POINT YI -Plaintiff was prejudiced before the Court 
by defendant, due to the loss of a letter. 
DEFENSES: 
l. Inaeeurate statQm.ents. 
2. Bm .e ~1 1 m or sme tetter of Mareh 20, 1951, was im-
~t. 
3. ADeged prejudieial prooeedings. 
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+.-Pl-ai-n-tiff was the a-a-the-F---B-f-his-o-wn-le.s&-e-f--er.edi-
-hllity-. 
D·EFENSE 1: INACCURATE BTA'TEMENTS: 
On his Brief, page 27, plaintiff makes three inac-
curate statements. The first, concerning the disappear-
ance of the bill of sale-letter of March 20, 19·51, is: 
". . . there were over a hundred exhibits in 
evidence .... " 
There were only 28 when plaintiff borrowed this disputed 
letter and had it marked as an exhibit. Then there were 
two more inaccuracies wherein plaintiff claimed that 
the lost exhibit (29P) and a photograph of it (52P) were 
plaintiff's exhibits. The exhibit in question was a bill of 
sale in the form of a letter signed by the plaintiff and 
addressed to defendant (See Exh. 52P, or for a clearer 
copy see Exh. 69D), on which a settlement (Exh. 24P) 
was made on 183, 725 pounds of turkeys. The letter was 
addressed and delivered to defendant, and obviously be-
longed to defendant and not plaintiff, as plaintiff now 
claims. The letter was, in court, borrowed by plaintiff 
from defendant to introduce in evidence. It was marked 
as Exhibit 29P at plaintiff's request but was not identi-
fied or offered in evidence. (See undenied statement 
to that effect, Tr. 615 L. 12). The same was true of 
Exhibit 52P, the photograph of the lost letter. A verifax 
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photo of an unsigned carbon copy was first offered by 
plnintiff (Tr. 654 L. 15). Then defendant furnished the 
wrifax <'<>PY of the signed letter (Tr. 682 L. 12 to 683 
1 •. 16) which was thereupon substituted for the photo of 
tlw unsigned, carbon copy. Neither the signed bill of 
sale-letter (Exh. 29P) nor the verif.ax photo of it be-
longt>tl to plaintiff, although he now so claims. 
IH:I~'I~:N~I~: ~: BILL OF SALE-LETTER OF MARCH 
~o. 19;)1 \VAS IMPORJTANT. 
Plaintiff sued in his fourth cause of action (Tr. 147) 
for $16,000 actual and $5,000 punitive damages for al-
leged ·withholding of profits from handling his 1950 crop 
of tm-J~p~·s. The 183,'725 pounds of turkeys covered on 
~Pttlement Sheet dated March 20, 1951, was more than 
half of that crop. After the sale, the market rose (audi-
tnr'8 repmi of October 2, 1952, Exh. 28P, page 4). The 
defendant claimed a sale to it under the bill of sale-letter, 
dated March 20, 1951, addressed to it and signed by 
plaintiff, which letter was marked as Exhibit 29P, and 
tlwn disappeared before being introduced. After its dis-
aplwaranee, plaintiff claimed that a verifax photo of an 
nn:'ig-ned carbon copy of the lost exhibit was not the 
way the letter was when it was signed ( Tr. 620 L. 9 to 
11). Plaintiff testified that there were two different 
lPtters ( Tr. 619 L. 23, 2±), that the letter was changed 
a~ to selling to Utah Poultry (Tr. 842 L. 17, 18), that 
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the birds were not sold to defendant (Tr. 851 L. 29; 8-!2 
L. 17), that Nelson chan,ged it so the birds could be 
marketed (Tr. 842 L. 12 to 14, 851 L. 24). 
After the plaintiff obtained possession of Exhibit 
29P, and it disappeared, at first plaintiff's counsel re-
fused to admit that the carbon copy he first introduced 
as Exh. 52P, was a copy of the bill of sale-letter (Exh. 
29P) but conceded it bore the same contents, the same 
message, plaintiff wasn't certain it was an exact copy, 
the representation and ideas were similar (Tr. 654 1. 
27 to 655 L. 4). Later, when plaintiff testified the letter 
(Exh. 52P) was changed so the turkeys could be mar-
keted ( Tr. 851, L. 24) and that part of a paragraph was 
deleted and changed over the original letter "not that I 
had sold those turkeys to the Utah Poultry" (Tr. 851 L. 
28 to 30), counsel for the plaintiff finally stated: 
"I don't knnw about the change but all I can 
say is that Ray Tanner signed this letter." ('Tr. 
852 L. 8, 9) 
referring to the verifax photo (Exh. 52P) of the lost 
Exhibit 29P. 
So Exhibit 29P was important, because it established 
that plaintiff sold to defendant the turkeys co:vered by 
it and because the c.redibility of plaintiff's testimony was 
destroyed by his vacillation in testifying c.oncerning its 
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contents after having possession of the original Exhibit 
~~l I) and the reluctant admissions as to the wording of 
the lost Exhibit 29P, after a photo of it (present Exh. 
:-1:!P) had been produced. 
n~~F-NN8-F3-+.--PRANS€R-IPT OF ALLEGED PRE-
/ 
JU 
anscript of the trial concerning t~leged 
prejudicing f the Court, is as follows (Tr. /615 L. 12): 
!' 
"MR. CLAWSON: If the/.Court please, 
yesterday co sel requested of ,xhe a letter dated 
March the 20t \ 1951, sign~d by Ray S. Tanner 
~or intro~uction · . ?'ourt. It was marked for 
mtroductwn as Exit b1t 28 s I recall. 
/ 
"THE CLERK: 
"MR. CLA W~N : It w s not presented and 
I as:k to have t~ letter returnQ~ to me please. 
/ \ .. 
I \ 
"Mr. F,ROST : Your Honor, "-I don't have 
the letter/in my files. Now I don'f\know what 
happened to it. I thought it was toge er with 
my-;yith the other letter that I had n e but 
it i~; not and my recollection that it was ere 
th~ morning and I am at a loss to explain wli e 
t.liis exhibit is. 
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"MR. 0L}i_-W80N: This-is--:a--le-t-ter over 
h there is controversy. The witness has 
ed signing any such letter. I am at a loss to 
rstand why counsel would ask for the letter 
and then not introduce it, just to get it. out of 
my po~.session. He didn't know I had ituntil I 
produce~ [produced] it at this time. (Word in 
brackets ~dded.) 
"THE \':OURT: Who is th.,e foer written 
by~ I 
"MR. CL~SON: Ray . Tanner, it was 
the sale of 183,000\pounds, t e tail end of a 1950 
crop." · 
(Tr. 616, L. 8): 
"MR. F·ROST : . . . Now, he is implying that 
I had taken it and islaid this letter and I have 
doing this whatso-
ever. \ 
"MR. C , 'wsoN: That isn't a photostat of 
the letter yo 'I got yesterday, that is a photostat of 
a copy of t e letter, an unsigned copy now. 
"M FROST : This is the letter we ~k from 
your f. es. This is the one I attempted to intro-
duce nd you objeeted to this. 
\ 
That isn't the one that 
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"MR. FROST· Ng, I a.m. DQt sayiDg it ~ 
This is a copy of that letter. 
' "~ CLAWSON: It sure is 
the letter. Now I would like the 
like I have been ,bilked, very fran 
"MR. FROST :'"Well resent the remarks 
because it was his idea · at the thing be brought 
up. 
DEFENSE 4: PLAINTIFF WAS ·THE AUTHOR OF 
HIS OWN LOSS OF CREDIBILITY. 
If the plaintiff's cause was prejudiced before the 
court, it was because, after the original Exhibit 29 dis-
appeared, plaintiff attempted to truke advantage of the 
situation by claiming he did not sign the bill of sale-
letter of March 20, 1951 (Exh. 29, Exh. 52), etc., as cov-
ered in Defense 2 next above. 
This was only one of six instances set forth in 
paragraph 17, sub-paragraphs (a) to (f), of the FRdings 
of Fart, wherein the court found: 
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"117. That the plaintiff's testimony before 
the Court was not frank, but evasive and contra-
dictory." 
Plaintiff was the author of his own loss of credi-
bility. 
ENTIRE ACTION IS BARRED BY RELEASE. 
CONSIDERATION - SE,TTLEMENT OF UNLIQUI-
DATED OR DISPUTED CLAIM IS SUFFICIENT-
LAW. 
Black defines a liquidated account as; 
"An account whereof the amount is certain 
and fixed, either by the act and agreement of the 
p:arties, or by operation of law." Black Law 
Dictionary (Third Ed.) p. 1121. 
In I Williston on Contracts (Rev. Ed.) Section 128, 
page 437, it is said: 
"An unliquidated claim is one, the amount 
of which has not been fixed by agreement or 
cannot be exactly d~termined by the application 
of rules of arithmetic or of law." 
In the case of Ashton v. Skeen, 85 Utah 489,39 
P.2d 1073, at 1076, where the defendant had undertaken 
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a ('ollection for 20% (or 30% if collected by suit), but 
sought to force his client to pay 50% for a rather dif-
l'i<~nlt collection. The amount due having thus been 
liqnidat<'d, the court said: 
"Before there can he an accord and satis-
faction by acceptance of a less sum than claimed, 
there must be an unliquidated claim or a bona 
fide dispute as to the .amount thereof. It is not 
necessary for the claim to be well founded, but 
it must be made in good faith, otherwise there 
is no consideration for an agreement to accept 
a less sum, and the agreement is void. See 1 C. J. 
551 to 556, subparagraphs 71 to 77; Page on 
Contracts Sec. 615 to 620; Williston on Con-
tracts, Sec. 129; Gray v. Bullen, 50 Utah 270, 167 
P. 683; Rohwer v. Burrell, 42 Utah 510, 134 P. 
j'78; Smoot v. Checketts, 41 Utah 211, 125 P. 
-H2, Ann. Cas. 1915 C, 1113." 
Similarly in Browning v. Equitable Life Assurance 
~oriety, 94 Ftah 532, 72 P. 2d 1060, where the insurance 
company sought to defend on the ground of a purported 
accord and satisfaction, and the question of considera-
tion was raised, this court (page 1068 of the Pacific 
Reporter) said: 
"Settlement of an unliquidated or disputed 
claim where the parties are apart in good faith 
presents such consideration." 
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In Gray v. Bullen, 50 Utah 270, 167 P. 683, where 
the parties agreed in writing that the amount owing by 
several debtors, jointly, to the plaintiff was $676, and a 
compromise was attempted by the payment to the plain-
tiff of $50, by one of the debtors, accompanied by a 
signed release. It was held that the $676 agreed upon 
could not be settled by the lesser amount. Concerning the 
matter of whether the account was liquidated, the court 
said (167 P. 683 at 684): 
"The amount due was fixed and certain." 
In Smoot v. Checketts, 41 U. 211, 125 P. 412, a simi-
lar result was reached where one-third of an undisputed, 
liquidated labor claim was paid and a release in full 
was taken. Upon suit for the other two-thirds, the court 
refused to honor the release, saying (125 P. 413): 
"When it is claimed that the payment by the 
debtor of a sum of money less than is due and 
owing to the creditor is a payment in full dis-
charge of the entire amount due, a receipt ac-
knowledging full payment standing alone is not 
controlling. If such a payment is based upon a 
sufficient independent consideration, or upon a 
compromise of ,a disputed or an unliquidated claim 
and under such circumstances the lesser sum is 
received as payment in discharge of the larger 
one, the payJ.nent is binding upon the creditor." 
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THERE \VAS A DISPUTE OVER THE 1951 CROP 
In the settlement for the 1951 crop, plaintiff, after a 
l'ivP-WPPk delay, received and accepted, in full settlement 
tlw :-;nm of $9,350.06. The plaintiff in the case at bar 
( Fi rt It ( 1 an~P of the Complaint and the Amended Com-
plaint) claimed there was $4,000 ($9,000, finally Tr. 148) 
morP owing on the 1951 crop of turkeys. Obviously plain-
tiff has and does admit there was a dispute as to the 
amount due. 
The plaintiff testified in the trial that there was a 
di:-;pntP over the 1951 crop (Tr. 1165 L. 3.) Plaintiff 
admitted in his deposition that there was a dispute over 
the 1951 crop of turkeys: 
"We were having a dispute over that 1951 
crop." Plaintiff's (1959) deposition, page 102, 
lines 1:2 and 13. 
The trial court found (Findings of Fact, paragraph 
if, Tr. ~95): 
"(f) That plaintiff testified there was a 
dispute and trouble over the 1951 crop." 
Sinc.e no objection was taken to that finding, ob-
jeetion to it is waived. Christensen v. Christensen 239 
P 3lH. 65 r 591; Eagle v. Burton, 220 P 1069, 62 U 491; 
.~) B C JS p. 13~. 
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There was a dispute in the summer of 1952. Plain-
tiff hired I. E. Brockbank of Provo, who made demands 
upon defendant. (See Exhibits 14D and 16D, being let-
ters dated June 14 and 24, 1952, from that lawyer de-
manding information as to turkeys sold.) A month later 
plaintiff also hired Warwick Lamoreaux, 
"Q. I asiked if prior, while this dispute was 
on with the Utah Poultry, and prior to signing 
the release introduced in evidence here, did you 
hire Mr. Lamoreaux to assist you in your efforts 
to get a successful culmination of the dispute~ 
"A. I did." ( Tr. 1185 L. 3 to 8.) 
The Release, executed under date of Octo her 7, 1952, was 
Exhibit 66D and was admitted (Tr. 827, L. 12). Before 
its execution, Mr. Lamoreaux made further demands on 
defendant (See Exh. 67D) in a letter dated July 23, 
19·52. Both of these lawyers were employed during the 
same period (see plaintiff's letter of August 25, 1952, 
Exh. 90D, in which he names both as his lawyers). A 
letter from Mr. Lamoreaux to plaintiff, dated August 
11, 1952 (Exh. 91D) reported his findings to date and 
reflected the heightening friction between the parties. 
About the same time, plaintiff had Mr. Alan Mann, a 
Salt La"ke certified public accountant, investigate defend-
ant's records on the matters in litigation in this suit. 
He reported to plaintiff in his letter of August 21, 1952 
(Exh. 17D). In this letter, Mr. Mann reported on the 
1949 crop, and in the last paragraph thereof suggested 
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that hPron' he did more work there should be a confer-
(lnet> betwPPn Lamoreaux, plaintiff and himself -whether 
to plan further steps toward litigation or to drop the 
mattPr, is not clear. 
Four days later, plaintiff wrote his threatening let-
tPr of August 25, 1952 (Exh. 90D) demanding that all 
n'('ord~ relative to his 1949, 19·50 and 1951 crops be 
th t·own open to his two attorneys, Mr. Lamoreaux and 
~Lr. Broc.kbank, and his auditor, Mr. Mann, or he would 
"institntt> the necessary proceedings in a court of law 
to obtain the records." (Second paragraph of plaintiff's' 
A ug-n~t :23, 1952 letter.) 
This was the dispute, with its threat of court action, 
when defendant's letter of September 2, 1952 (Exh. 65D) 
with the settlement sheet (Exh. 32P) dated August 27, 
195:2, and check for $9,350.06, were tendered in full 
~dtlement of all disputes, with directions in the letter 
to the Bank (Also Exh. 65D) not to deliver the check 
unless the Release was signed. A copy of the letter to 
the bank went to plaintiff, together with a copy of the 
Release (see the bottom of both letters for the names of 
the persons to whom copies were sent. See also plain-
tiff's admission of receipt of a copy of the letter to the 
bank: Tr.l172 L. 9 to 13). 
Certainly there was a dispute of significant propor-
tions-one of sufficient size that plaintiff had two law-
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yers and had his accountant investigate the records of 
defendant three times before he was willing to sign the 
Release. The settlement of the dispute, was sufficient 
consideration, as pointed out above in the Skeen ease (39 
P. 2d 1073 at 1076, and the Browning, case 72 P. 2d 
1060). 
THERE WERE UNLIQUIDATED CLAIMS: 
There were items which were not liquidated. Con-
cerning this, the trial court in its Findings of Facts 
(Tr. 296) stated: 
"7. . . . (i) That at the time of making up 
the final settlement for the 1951 crop (Exh. 32P) 
the credits to be allowed and the charges to be set 
off against the gross sales of plaintiff's 1951 crop 
were unliquidated and uncertain in the following 
items: 
(w) Gross amount received by Utah Poultry 
on the several sales, 
(x) Taxes, 
( y) Insurance charges, 
(z) Storage charges, 
and that the amount to he paid by Utah Poultry 
to plaintiff on the marketing of the 1951 crop, 
was not one which had, at the time of tendering 
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such settlement sheet (Exhibit 32), been fixed by 
ag-reement between the parties, nor was it pos-
~ihle to determine the exact amount owing by the 
application of the rules of arithmetic or of law, 
and the amount owing was unliquidated and dis-
puted." 
The gross amount received on each of the sales in 
each cause of action was, and is even now, an unliquid-
ated item. For instance concerning the Third Cause of 
Action see plaintiff's brief, page 10, below the middle, 
where he claims : 
"Plaintiff contends that Exhibit 3P does not 
represent the full market price and that he is en-
ti tied to an accounting for .actual price received 
on each classification of birds." 
Also, the amount still claimed to be owing in the 
Fifth Cause of Action on the 19'51 crop is about as much 
as that already paid (Tr. 828 L. 7 to 10). But there were 
other items in addition to these: 
The taxes were not assessed to the grower but all 
hulked together and assessed to defendant and had to be 
allocated, and hence were unliquidated. In the last para-
graph of his October 2, 1952 report (Exh. 28P) the 
auditor raised a question about the taxes, saying: 
"The main office of the Utah Poultry has 
not yet secured for me the information on the 
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charges for property taxes in the amount of $2,-
040, which was deducted from your settlement 
sheet of March 20, 1951. I will follow this further 
and send it to you." 
As noted above, plaintiff has waived objection to 
the finding that the accounts were unliquidated at the 
time the defendant tendered the $9,350.06, as being the 
amount it claimed to owe. That sum was unliquidated 
and disputed and hence was adequate consideration for 
the Release demanded in exchange therefor. 
Note these matters about the last audit (Exh. 28D), 
the one made after the Release and check were tendered 
by defendant to plaintiff: The auditor was evidently in-
structed to make a complete audit of the three years (not 
just 19'51 crop) as shown by the second paragraph of that 
report, where he wrote: 
"Utah Poultry supplied me with all inventory 
cards and supporting data for the three years, 
1949, 1950 and 1951." (page 1, paragraph 2) 
". . . We checked the inventory cards on the 
hens to the inventory cards in the files of the Utah 
Ice and they were identical on movement of these 
birds and neither set of cards indicated any over-
age or shortage, other than minor amounts." (last 
paragraph on page 2) 
"It is my belief that the inventory records on 
your 1950 crop checks out with the American Fork 
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recap sheets as well as could be expected; it is 
di ffieult for me to see how they could vary 
through the processing plant and into cold stor-
age the way they are checked and double checked." 
(3rd paragraph on page 4.) 
And in viPw of the evident commission to Mr. Mann to 
ag-ain investigate the 1949 crop and also the 1951 crop 
(sold in 1952) as shown by the second paragraph on 
tlw first page (above quoted), his opening and closing 
~Pntenees of the letter-report are quite significant: 
"Having spent quite some time at the offices 
of Utah Poultry and Utah Ice, it is my feeling I 
had better report my findings to date and let you 
dcci.d e the future course . . . 
"'Perhaps you will want to have a meeting 
now with Mr. Lamoreaux and myself, to discuss 
possible further procedures." (Emphasis added) 
Evidently the clean bill of health given defendant by 
plaintiff's auditor in his October 2, 1952 letter-report 
(Exhibit 2SP) and like approval of the handling of the 
19-!9 crop of turkeys coupled with detailed accounting for 
tl1e 1951 crop shown in the yellow spread sheets attached 
to Irwin Clawson's letter to Mr. Lamoreaux, of August 
11, 1952 ( Exh. 35P), as well as the one accompanying 
Irwin Clawson's letter to plaintiff, dated September 2, 
1952 (Exh. 65D) made plaintiff feel further fighting was 
profitless for he did not have the conference with Mr. 
~[ann ( Tr. 1173 L. 26; 117 4 L. 1), as Mr. :Jiann invited. 
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However, plaintiff admitted he met with Mr. Lamoreaux 
and discussed the Mann letter of October 2, 1952 (Exh. 
28P; Tr. 1173 L. 26 to Tr. 117 4 L. 5). Plaintiff volun-
teered that Mr. Lamoreaux had a copy of the Release 
(Exh. 66D) but he didn't recall discussing it with Mr. 
Lamoreaux (Tr. 1174 L. 6 to 23). He discussed what Mr. 
Mann referred to as "further procedures" (last words in 
the letter of October 2, 1952, Exh. 28P) : 
Transcript page 1174 L. 24: 
"Q. You did discuss the matter of further 
procedures against the Utah Poultry, at that time, 
didn't you~ 
"A. Yes ; we discussed-we did; we discuss-
ed that we didn't get what were after with the 
Mann's reports, simply because we went for the 
storage holdings, and we didn't get a thing in 
either one of the reports and the account sales. 
and we didn't get a thing; and that was what we 
were after when Mr. Brockbank wrote-was to 
get these account sales, to know just where I stood 
with Ut~ah Poultry. 
"Q.Y ou had that information with a settle-
ment sheet, didn't you~ 
"A. No, I have never had the information 
of account sales of my turkeys." ... (Emphasis 
added.) 
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(Tr. 1175 L. 26) : 
1inMr "Q. You had your opportunity to send Mr. 
'fu~~ Mann, or any other auditor, or go down yourself 
itm~ or to take your attorney down there, and to go 
;~uw~ into the records just as much as you wanted; 
~tw~ didn't you Y 
[ " 
.. 
"A. He went three times, I will admit, and 
give me a report, but, when we first went to the 
Utah Ice & Storage to get the records of my 
storage holdings, he didn't go there because the 
Utah Poultry wouldn't let him go in there." 
(Mr. Mann was thereafter called as a witness and 
tP~tified that on his investigation the Utah Poultry did 
all necessary to give him access to the Utah Ice records. 
See Transcript 1381 L. 27 to 30.) 
It is pretty clear that, with the receipt of the third 
j[ann report (Exh. 28P) and his failure to discover 
grounds for litigation, that the matter of Mr. Tanner 
abandoning his one-sided fight with defendant was dis-
cussed and the decision reached to accept the $9,350.06 
in full settlement of all claims and to sign the Release 
to get that money. And as noted below everything after 
that for the next six years indicated that was the plain-
tiff's interpretation of the agreement reached-an accord 
and satisfaction-a complete Release. 
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RELEASE~CONSTRUCTION OF IT: 
In the former hearing before this court, when the 
case was appealed from a summary judgment, 
there was a question raised as to the construction of the 
Release (Exh. 66D). While no such angle has been 
raised so far, it may be on reply brief, and it might be 
well to anticipate the question. 
The Release expressly covers a discharge from: 
"any and all debts, claims, demands and ac-
countings of whatsoever name, nature and de-
scription. . . ." 
It covers all debts, all claims, all demands and all account-
ings. Then to make it more certain that everything 
was included, there is added, 
". . . of whatosever name, nature and de-
scription." 
1The only restriction, the only confinement, that is 
found in the Release follows these boundless, all embrac-
ing words: 
" . . of whatsoever name, nature and de-
scription" 
are found in the following clause in the Release: 
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"excepting only that I reserve the right to 
receive as the same may become due, whatever 
smns may be paid from time to time under the 
('ertificates of interest issued to me and under the 
letters to me from the Cooperative advising me 
that certain credits have been retained." 
"Excepting only" -that is the only restriction found 
in this broad, limitless Release. Where, in the words 
whieh follow "excepting only" is there any confinement of 
those all inclusive words "any and all debts., claims, de-
mands and accountings" to claims arising from the 
marketing of the 1951 crop~ There is no confinement, no 
restriction and reservation "excepting only" the right 
to receive any future payments made on certificates of 
interest already issued and retains described in advices 
of credit. 
How could it have more clearly stated that "any and 
all debts" meant all debts and not just those for 1951 ~ 
\Yould the addition of the words "from the beginning of 
time to the present" really have added anything to "any 
and all debts"' It really wouldn't. 
PLAIXTIFF'S OWN INTERPRETATION 
There is secondary evidence on the subject. If plain-
tiff, at the tin1e the Release was executed, understood 
the R€lease to mean that it applied to all claims for all 
years, then of course he is bolmd. 
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In his suit-threatening letter of August 25, 1952 
(Exh. 90D) for what years did he demand full records 
and supporting data~ The last three years (paragraph 
1, Exh. 90D). After he received the defendant's account-
ing for the 1951 crop (letter of September 2, 1952, Exh. 
65D, with its enclosure of a copy of the Release and no-
tice to investigate before signing), what crops did Mr. 
Mann attempt to investigate~ Just the 1951 crop records~ 
No, the last three years 1949, 1950 and 1951 crops. (See 
the seeond paragraph of the auditor's report of October 
2, 1952, Exh. 28P). When Mr. Mann found the magni-
tude of the task and phoned plaintiff, he then went hack 
to work again on 1950! (See same paragraph, same ex-
hibit) 
It is clear plaintiff knew the release covered not 
just 19·51 crop, but all others. 
Plaintiff's subsequent actions showed he understood 
the release covered all years (excepting only unredeemed 
patronage refunds for which written advices of credit had 
been delivered to plaintiff), all as provided in the Re-
lease (Exh. 66D). 
After getting Mr. Mann's report of October 2, 1952 
(Exh. 28P), Mr. Tanner conferred with Mr. Lamoreaux 
as to "further procedures" and his ''future course" as 
Mr. Mann suggested in that report (Tr. 1174 L. 24). Yet 
no evidence was introduced of activities, after the sign-
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ing of the Release (Exh. 66D), by the two lawyers, who 
wNt' to institute the necessary proceedings in a court 
rrt of law to obtain the records, for the past three years, 
within ten days from that date, according to plaintiff's 
h•ttPr of August 25, 1952 (Exh. 90D), or at all. 
.1:' lw: 
I [(II' 
'ij~, 
l\ o evidence was introduced of further investigation 
of the records by Mr. Mann. 
110· No further letters, threatening or otherwise, from 
n~:. the plaintiff, were introduced for the years following the 
111r execution of the Release until 1957. Until that year, no 
111 demands or other actions by plaintiff showed he did not 
understand perfectly that he had released all causes of 
artion except as expressly reserved to him under the 
release. 
There is not a scintilla of evidence to support plain-
tiff's claim that, after the Release was signed, he pro-
tPsted the prior accountings, (i.e. those for crops before 
1951) excepting plaintiff's own testimony. As to his 
credibility, the Court (Tr. 1393 L 11) in his decision from 
the bench, stated plaintiff's testimony was 
evasive; that he has not willingly 
disclosed. " 
followed by the enumeration of three instances (Tr. 1393, 
line 17 to Tr. 1394 L. 6) where in one case his written 
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word belied his testimony and two others where, after 
repeated questions and denials, he finally admitted that 
he did get the truckers' receipt and that he was in-
fluenced by the banik's attorneys ahout signing the Re-
lease, a thing he had denied, all relating to vital matters 
in the case. 
In Findings of Fact 17 (Tr. 298) the Court enumer-
ated a total of six material instances wherein plaintiff 
misled the Court as sustaining the finding there : 
"That plaintiff's testimony before the court 
was not frank but evasive and contradictory; ... " 
The claim that the plaintiff understood the Release 
as applying merely to 1951, has no foundation in the 
evidence. 
The Release ( Exh. 66D) discharged all claims sued 
on herein and was sustained, as to consideration, by the 
payment of cash, the settlement of disputed claims and 
the settlement of unliquidated claims. 
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 
D'efendant accounted to plaintiff for the sever.al 
flocks of turkeys on sheets entitled "Settlement Sheet." 
Each was tied to the turkeys covered in a serially num-
bered "Turkey Receipt" specified on the second line on 
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t1~. Sh t All 
. the top right hand side of the Settlement ee . 
11~' ~ i milarly d re~sed (New York dressed or eviscerated), 
m. gradP(l, hi nb of the same sex which were sold at the 
l~t: f h 
o ~nnu• prieP were grouped on one line. The dressing o t e 
~I· hi nb, the grade, head count, number of pounds, price at 
whieh sold per pound and the gross sale price were 
~hown. Al~o shown there were the various deductions 
rt11: for processing and allied services, under some ten vari-
n·· on~ headings and the total shown together with the net 
!~1n pri<'e dnP. If there was no feed advance by defendant for 
the rai~ing of the turkeys, the settlement shee~t and net 
!fu·' price was sent to the grower and his mortgagee, if any. 
~~~'~ If defendant supplied the feed, etc., for the crop, the 
~Ptt lement sheet and eheClk for the "net price" was sent to 
ilit& the feed department which in turn deducted the sums so 
it1C e:qwnded and the balance was paid, and the settlement 
~!wd~ were sent to grower. 
The settlement sheets are dated as follows: Sept. 
:!0 1;) (Exh. 3P) and Dec. 12 (Exth. 7P and 12P), 1949; Nov. 
tla.-: 
U (Exh. :2:2P) and Dec. 21 (Exh. 21P) 19'50; March 9 
(Exit :2~~P) and ~larch 20 (Exh. 24P) 1951; and Aug. 27 
( Exh. ~i2P) 1952. In his second (1962) deposition, plain-
tiff admitted getting the first three settlement sheets 
about December 12, 1949 (P. 101, L 16 to 25); the No-
vember 1-t, 1950 one in December 1950 (P. 102, L. 4); the 
[1:· December 21~ 1950 one about the first of the year (P. 102, 
·!:~ L. 9); the next two settlement sheets about March 23, 
1931 (P. 102, L 12 and 15) and the August 27, 1952 one 
rJ: about that time. 
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All of the settlement sheets were received more than 
six years before action was commenced. Action, related 
to the accounting on each, is barred by 78-12-23, DCA 
1953. 
However, if a shorter period is needed, let us look 
at the written contracts before the court. As to the March 
20, 1951 (Exh. 24P) settlement, that is definitely based 
on a written contract, either a written offer of Tanner 
(being his bill of sale-letter, Exhibit 29P which disap-
peared, a verifax copy of which is in evidence as Ex-
hibit 52P) and its acceptance by defendant as evidenced 
hy the settlement sheet (Exh. 24P) of the same date, or 
as a recital of the terms of an offer of defendant and 
plaintiff's written acceptance of the terms followed by 
defendant acknowledgement in the settlement sheet just 
mentioned . 
. But if this one transaction was based on an instru-
ment in writing, the six years expired March 23, 1957, 
and before the commencement of action. 
The settlement of December 12, 1949 (Exh. 7 and 
12) was entirely oral, growing out of a new contract en-
tered into when plaintiff insisted that defendant buy him 
out (Tr. 1251 L. 30 to 1252 L. 29; 1253 L. 28 to 30; 1255 
L. 9 to 20). The written contract (Exh. 2P) to market 
for him was abandoned (Tr. 1252 L. 26 to 29; 1253 L. 28 
to 30). So that transaction was clearly governed by the 
four year term. 
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'I'Iw four year term was also applicable to the bal-
ance o t' the t ran~actions. The only written contract (out-
side of the Exhibits 29P and 52P treated above) was the 
"'[1urkPv ~I arketing Contract" (Exh. 2P). That does not 
qualify as a contract or instrument in writing under Sec. 
iS-1 ~-~:), tT.C.A. 1953. 
I~~xhihit ~p binds the plaintiff to deliver all his tur-
kPy~ to defendant for marketing (with some exceptions), 
thP birds to be delivered "dressed, graded and packed 
in standard boxes"; the defendant "will endeavor to 
obtain the best possible market" and the defendant to ac-
eount to plaintiff after deducting the costs of transport-
ing·, :-;toring, and marketing and plaintiff's proportionate 
share of the overhead, etc. 
But the arrangements and charges for transporta-
t inn, dressing, storing and marketing, taxes, interest, 
ath·aneP~. if any, etc. are left for future agreement. 
rndt>r the case of Strand v. Union Pacific, 6 U 2d 279, 
:H:! P. :!d 561, the contract, Exhibit 2P, is insufficient 
to base a claim for the six year statutory limitation. 
But, as above pointed out, even if the six year rule 
is applied, the period had run on each cause before any 
action was brought. This was true of the September 
~. 1~).)~ aecounting on the 1951 crop. More than six years 
~lapsed before suit was started. 
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TOLLJ:NG THE STATUTE. OF LIMITAIONS. 
The ineffective efforts of plaintiff to toll the run-
ning of the statute b~ allegations of fr.aud and, on the 
ninth day of the trial, to get the court to expand the issues 
to include mistake as a defense have been treated above 
(brief, pages 47 to 50) and will not be repeated here. 
The same is true of the issue whether the fraud alleged 
or the mistake sought to be alleged, could, even if proven, 
come within the fraud or mistake necessary to toll the 
statute because neither is the gravemen of this action, 
but merely a side issue. In other words, this action is 
for an .accounting, not to reform a contract based on 
fraud or mistake. 
FRAUD-MISTAKE- Plaintiff attempted toes-
cape the bar of the Statute of Limitations by .alleging 
fraud on every side. However, none was found. Then, 
on the ninth day of the twelve days of trial, plaintiff 
sought to change his plea of fraud, to mistake. But as 
pointed out above, no mistaike was proven. The attempt 
to rely upon the supposed admission (by eviscerating in-
voice and storage records) of a larger number of turkeys 
th.an those for which accountings were made was inef-
fective. Though he had the evidence in the shape of 
truckers' receipts to prove a shortage if any existed, 
none were produced. Furthermore, when he had his 
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tm<"lwr~· n'('Pipt~ at the processing plant, and his proces-
~ing manit'P~t (Loading & Packing reports) and his proc-
,.~~ing invoi<'P~, settlement sheets, each showing the num-
ht•r of IH•a<l accounted for, (Tr. 870 L. 9 to 871 L. 9, 20 to 
S7~ L. 18, S7:~ L 30, 87 4 L. 4 to 30, 877 L. 10 to 19, 878 L. 
1 to to,) hi8 ~~ure to raise the question until in the trial, 
tPn to fifteen years later, showed he was not wronged, 
but i8 trying to wrong, defendant. 
PROFIT IN A NON-PROFIT GORPORATION. 
nwnbering, is the question whether a non-prof 
porah can make a profit. Hulbert in his Leg Phases 
of Coope tive Associations, p. 260, says t may buy 
"~mall quan 'ties of poultry and eggs fr dealers" as 
well as produc s, in order to facilit e the marketing 
of the balance o he products ha led and cites Pro-
ducers Produce Co. Crooks, Fed. Supp. 969, and 
Eugene Fn1it Growers tion v. Commissioner, 37 
B.T . .A. 993. 
However, that i now a m t question so far as 
Internal Revenue · concerned, becau cooperatives must 
report and if rofit is shown, a tax 1 paid thereon. 
/ 
Ho,y{"ver, the ultra vires question was rais d square-
ly in/ the rase of State v. Iowa Agricultural Ass · ation, 
~-l:tlowa 860, -!8 X.\V. 2d 281. There a non-profit co o-
-"g ef Ule sttatate by allegatie:as ef fFatt:d a:ad, oH tlie 
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l;2tio~t, orga~tirz;Qd to op9rate a fair grounds, leased it 
ra~e track for races to be held from May to N ovem er 
of ch year. A competitor in the town brought this 
action, claiming that the defendant exceeded its owers 
in so do' g, and it was held that the corporatio did not 
exceed its owers. ·The court said that the c rporation 
was not lim1 ed to holding just an annual fa' , and that it 
was not ultra ires to lease its track and 
not otherwise ne ded. 
that plaintiff raises 
this question is found ·n the t o purchases that were 
made by defendant of the lain 1ff's turkeys. It is admit-
ted by the defendant and re rted by the plaintiff's audi-
tor, that the purchase on n ce her 12, 1949 of plaintiff's 
turkeys, resulted in a los to the efendant of about $1.00 
Jl 
a head, or approxim ely $5,000.0 . If the cooperative ·11m 
could not purchase 
then the transacti n was a marketing on , and the money 
paid was merel an advance or a loan to aintiff. 
If plai iff was consistent, he would, at at point, 
have off ed to repay the association for the ver-ad-
\ 
vance, ut he did not do so, nor did he seem to fe~any 
obli tion to treat it as an advance. The loan, if it l 
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\: On the other 'hand, if there v1as . a gain on. ~' 
tla'n plaintiff felt he should share 1n that grun; His 
thinking was characterized by the phrase, "hea~s' I win 
and tu.ihh~ou lose,'' or the old adage, that " 1 is grist 
that comes~. his mill." 
' 
' 
I IP appar~~ desired to be in artnership, so to 
speak, with the oi;~ owners of the ooperative, so long 
ns there was a pro~it~ be divid , but when there was 
a loss to be sustained, there /~as no partnership-the 
1 
deal was an out-and-out s~With the $5,000 loss on the 
DPePmber 12, 1949 turke~s', it ~suited from an overpay-
ment to him, but whosEyhloney s being paid to him, if 
~~ it did not belong to his fellow patro ~ 
/ 
While plaintiff in his brief states at the crux of 
)I! the case is wh~ther the cooperative can mak~ profit, the 
real question is whei;her this man is attempting to take 
: from other producers that to which he has no rls:ht. As 
the ~ervant in the parable said: ". . . thou art an~ard 
~1 m&ri, reaping where thou hast not sown .... " St. Matt 
~. ~ :~4. -------------- ------ -----···---------· -· ---------". 
~- En•ry effort has been made to satisfy, not only the 
1·~ legal obligation to this man but every one which good 
~~~ ta~tr and good business ethics suggests. He has had ac-
:J• countings from the time that his turkeys were picked up 
\-
at his ranch and before they left, and through each step 
~ 
of the processing and ultimately the sale. If there was one 
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turkey, or one pound of turkey meat, missing, he has 
had the opportunity to know about it and to make timely 
protest. He has also had the benefit of unlimited investi- 1~ 
gation of the association and its records. Nothing has 
been denied him which he has requested, except that we 
give to him someone elses money and even that amount 
is subject to increase, as was so clearly shown when he 
was asked ('Tr. 1174 L1. 24) whether the matter of "fur-
ther procedures" against the Utah Poultry was discussed, 
and he admitted that they were and then went on to vol-
unteer that he had not gotten from the Mann reports 
what he was after, that he hadn't gotten a thing. 
He was obviously hunting for some loophole or some 
mistake of which he could take advantage, as he sought 
to· take advantage of the 460 head of turkeys which were 
added to the group which he had sold (discussed this 
brief, pages 14 to 17). He didn't testify that he deliver-
460 head more than those for which he received credit, 
nor did he show that his truckers' receipts revealed that 
he had delivered 460 head more than those covered in our 
accounting. He merely attempted to take advantage of 
what appeared to be an admission, as revealed in a 
processing invoice which the purchaser of the turkeys 
paid. 
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The matters herein sued upon are ten to fifteen 
years old. The matter should be put to rest and the judg-
ment of the lower court affirmed. 
IRWIN CLAWSON 
Attorney for Defendants and 
Respondents 
141 East 8econd South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
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